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The Giant Re-armed
Many things can still happen
to prevent the re-arming of
Germany, but the biggest hurdle
of all was cleared when the
French National Assembly voted
by a narrow margin, in the last
week of the old year, to approve
the re-arming of the country
which has three times in the
past eighty-five years invaded
French territory.
France has gone through some
dark and ugly hours since the
nd oE '1\'orld War II and perhaps never in the past hundred
and fifty years has French prestige sunk as low as it did in
1954. But there was something
almost magnificent about the
struggle of soul through which
the Assembly passed in the de-

bate on the re-armament provision. Leading the fight for ratification was a man (Premier
Mendes-France) who had made
a hair's-breadth escape from a
German prison during the war.
Ranged against him, in addition
to the Communists, were men
like Herriot and Bidault who
had had their own experiences
with "the Boche." The debate
was not merely a struggle between man and man. It was a
struggle within men, a struggle
between what seemed necessary
for the future and what could
not be forgotten in the past.
It remains to be seen, now,
whether the small majority or
the impressive minority of the
Assembly voted wisely. Germany
is a strange country. On her
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knees and at the point of death,
Germany displays all of those
qualities of courage and initiative and resourcefulness that
men admire. On her feet and in
good health, Germany becomes
a swaggering braggart and bully.
The Eberts and Adenauers who
lead her in evil days give way
to the Wilhelm Ils and the Hitlers who dominate her in the
days of her strength. Whatever
pleasure we may feel as a result
of France's acceding to our
wishes for a re-armed Germany
ought to be tempered by the
realization that we have taken a
calculated risk. We have put
guns back into the hands of a
people whose past behavior
should warn us that they do not
know how to carry such power
responsibly.
And this act of ours puts us
under still another obligation,
an obligation to those Germans
who dread the re-arming of their
country almost as much as the
French have dreaded it. In the
past, we have too often played
footsie with the wrong crowd in
Germany, chiefly because we are
so easily taken in by anyone who
professes to be anti-Communist
and pro-free-enterprise. In the
specific case of Germany, we
have often been misled into supporting d an g e r o u s political
leaders because their opposition

carried a Socialist label. No
doubt even today some of our
otherwise well-earned confidence 'c]
in Dr. Adenauer's leadership de- ...
rives from the fact that the chief
opposition party is the Socialist
party.
If Germany is to be brought
back onto the power stage, it is
essential that we make a real ..
effort to understand this strange ~
country, the country of Bach
and Goebbels, of Goethe and
Goering, of Luther and Hitler.
For we have not merely put a
sword into the hand of Adenauer. We have put it also into
the hands of Adenauer's sue- '-~
cessors. What beast, his hour not
yet fully come, may be lurching
toward Bonn and the Bundeskanzlerei?

-.

~

A Case in Point
The possible shape of things "
to come in Germany has already 'W
been presaged by recent events
in Japan, where the fall of the
Yoshida government restored to ~
1
power representatives of t h e
Japanese groups who precipi- "' ,
tated the War in the Pacific.
The new rulers have, of course, s.,
protested their friendship for the
United States and their opposition to the more aggressive as- ipects of Communist policy, but 4
their past records do not suggest

-
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that they are democrats of the
Paine-Locke-Jefferson tradition.

What has happened in Japan
is
a perfectly natural thing. No
I
t • matter how gentle the occupa1..,. tion of a country by a victorious
enemy may be, a proud people
will naturally resent such an affront to its sovereignty, such a
blow to its pride. And after the
~occupation is over, those who
were not identified with it will
be in a stronger position than
those who collaborated. This is
particularly true when the old
.. pre-occupation problems return
I
to plague a people.
•.

~
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Chief among Japan's pre- and
post-occupation problems is the
problem which we have several
times noted in these pages and
which grows daily more pressing: the problem of population
growth. At the end of every year,
there are more than a million
additional Japanese. Today, on
an area of cultivable land equal
only to the area of West Virginia, over eighty million Japanese scratch for a living. A little
iron ore, a little coal, and smatterings of other natural resources represent their capital.
The lands which once furnished
them with raw materials and
markets lie behind the Bamboo
Curtain. The free world wants
neither Japanese people nor Jap-
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anese goods. And still the population rises.
We spent some time in Japan
at the end of the last war. We
went to Japan from the battlegrounds of New Guinea and the
Philippines and we did not go
with any great affection for the
Japanese people. We stayed in
Japan just long enough to learn
to like the people and their
beautiful country.
We say this so as to dissociate
ourself from the loonies of the
"Yellow Peril" crowd, despite
the fact that on one point we
are forced to agree with them:
that Japan is, and will remain, a
threat to world peace so long as
these basic problems of national
survival remain unresolved. A
vigorous people such as the Japanese does not starve quietly.
~

For Pete's Sake
As though not satisfied by
the rate at which the situation
in Japan and the Far East is
deteriorating, we have to help
along by pulling a bloomer such
as the Ladejinsky affair.
The facts, as you will recall,
are these: a Mr. Wolf Ladejinsky who had fled from the
Ukraine when the Communists
seized p o w e r and who had
achieved conspicuous success in
the land-redistribution program
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of the Occupation Forces in
Japan, was booted out of his
agricultural attache job last December on the grounds that he
had never been close to American farming o p e r a t i o n s and
problems and that he was a security risk.
The first charge may or may
not be true, although it is hard
to see what bearing it has on the
question of Mr. Ladejinsky's
competence for his job in Japan
where, as a matter of official
record, he had done a conspicuously effective job under the direction of a man who has never
been s u s p e c t e d of coddling
Communists, General Douglas
MacArthur.
The second charge is the one
that needs e x a m i n i n g. Two
things, apparently, cast a shadow
over Mr. Ladejinsky's claimed
political virginity: 1) He worked
for about a year as an interpreter
for Amtorg, the Soviet trading
agency (this was in 1930 when
practically everybody was taking
any job he could get and not inquiring too narrowly into the
boss's politics). 2) He has three
sisters living in the Soviet Union
(whether this is true or not is
hard to say because Mr. Ladejinsky last heard from them seven
years ago).
The two charges stated above
are factually true, have never

been denied by Mr. Ladejinsky,
and were known to officials in
the State D e p a r t m e n t who,
nevertheless, have consistently ~
granted him security clearance.
Nor has the State Department
suggested that its attitude has
been changed by the action of
t h e Agriculture Department,
under whose jurisdiction Mr. -..
Ladejinsky came in a job reshuffle early last November.
_... '
What really arouses the suspicions of a lot of us in this affair is that this re-shuffle not
only put Mr. Ladejinsky's job #>
under the supervision of another
department, but it upgraded the
salary that goes with the job.
There is more than a hint of a
bit of political hanky-panky (to
which we do not particularly object since it appears to be neces- "'l
sary for the preservation of the ,.. J
two-party tradition) masquerading under the guise of security "
(to which we do object because
a man's reputation is too
precious a thing to be smeared
just for the sake of detaching 11 ,
him from the pork barrel).
As we see it, the Ladejinsky .. 1
affair has done incalculable damage in at least three ways: 1)
And most important, a man who
has served his country well has
been drummed out of her service ~
on the grounds that he can not 4
be trusted ("ingratitude is the
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.. reward of republics"). 2) The
.. peoples of Asia are almost bound
to associate the repudiation of
~ the man with a repudiation of
I ,. his program. 3) Further justificaf"
tion has been furnished for the
-1 cymCism of many who suspect
that most of what passes for "security precautions" is just our
- old friend, pork barrel politics,
under the alias of a new and
• more respected name. Either the
Department of A g r i c u 1 t u r e
should reverse its action or it
should supply convincing proof
.., that it has more solid grounds
for its action than it has so far

l

--"~presented.

c.;.

• Teen-Age Voting

President Eisenhower wants to
give the vote to boys and girls
~ of the. age of eighteen and upr wards and, after a couple of years
of thinking it over, we have de'Y cided that we are against the
idea.
•
The two major arguments that
~ ., are raised in favor of granting
I
children the right to vote are 1)
- "' that young people grow up much
faster today than they did in past
I ~ generations and 2) the old famil~ iar slogan that "if you're old
enough to die for your country,
1 you're old enough to have a
voice in its affairs."
The first argument is one

.
1
,

•
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which, it seems to us, is incapable
of objective appraisal. It is obvious that young people get
more freedom at an earlier age
nowadays than they did a generation ago. Whether this reflects
greater maturity on their part,
or a lesser awareness of responsibility on the part of their elders
is a question which nobody has
satisfactorily answered. It is,
however, rather odd that we
should be singing the greater
maturity of the young folks at
the same time that we are gasping at the reports on juvenile
delinquency.
The second argument is, it
seems to us, a lot of bunk. It has
always been a part of the duty
of man, as a social being, to
stand ready to defend the society
in and through which he lives.
This is his duty, not because he
is a citizen but because he is a
man. The right to govern is
quite another thing: it rests
upon emotional maturity and
experience and the capacity to
make intelligent decisions. In
some ways, as a matter of fact,
the qualifications of a good ruler
are the direct opposite of the
qualifications of a good soldier.
We have, it seems to us, already done our young people
enough damage by forcing them
to grow up before their time.
Too many of our young people,
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already, have no youth to look
back upon. What's the big rush?
o;:.

Too Much D rinking
We would not wish, by any
word of ours, to give aid or comfort to the bluenoses who once
foisted Prohibition upon us and
have ever since tried to spoil the
gentle art of drinking for us by
suggesting that alcohol is the
principal export of the Kingdom
of Darkness. We enjoy Scotchand-sod a, bourbon-and-soda,
Martinis, Manhattans, Old Fashioneds, Port wine, sherry, creme
de menthe, and hard cider. It
has been our experience that St.
Paul was right in advising young
Timothy that a little wine would
do his stomach good. And we do
not take the money for hooch
out of the children's shoe-money.
So we are not taking any
pledges, and we are not asking
anybody else to take any pledges.
We agree with Chesterton's wise
statement that the total abstainer
and the drunkard both make the
same mistake: they consider alcohol a drug rather than a food.
At the moment, though, our
trouble is not so much with the
prohibitionist as with the lush.
Alcohol differs from other foodstuffs in that its overconsumption produces not merely personal discomfort but serious social
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ills. With distressing frequency, •
the same refrain repeats itself at
the end of story after story of a
tragic accident, or a senseless ~
murder, or a shocking assault: ._
"he (or she) had been drinking."
And no doubt the most tragic ~>
stories never get into the papers:
stories of grocery money misspent in bars, stories of family ...
lives troubled or perhaps shattered by the sort of violence that,..
often follows a session of drinking.
We feel rather awkward talking like this, because it sounds ..
so much like the sort of thing
gaunt clergymen with prominent~ A
Adam's apples harangue about
in those adenoidal screeds that
pass for sermons in some Pratestant churches. But they've got a ,
point (even though they don't ""
know what to do with it) and~
there is no getting around it.
The same Gospel that frees us to ~ ..
enjoy the good things of life I
with thanksgiving binds us to (
obey certain necessary restric- •
tions upon our freedom. Neither j
the total abstainer nor t h e ~
drunkard can find any comfort • ~
or support for his position in
the New Testament. The drunk- ~
i
ard, as a matter of fact, is classed ~
along with fornicators, idolators,
adulterers, homosexuals, thieves, ._
the covetous, revilers, and ex- ~
tortioners by St. Paul who warns

1
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that such persons shall not inherit the kingdom of heaven.
• We tried Prohibition once,
~and we haven't recovered from
that experiment yet. Such at.., tempts at legislating morality
"' are, in their very nature, foredoomed to failure. Perhaps a
better device for keeping drink• ing within bounds would be to
stiffen the penalty for any crime
• committed by a person whose
judgment or inhibitions have
been noticeably weakened by
overindulgence in alcohol. Or
..._perhaps that is not the answer,
either, but at least it is along
the line of what we want: some
sort of control that will penalize
the abuser without depriving the
,J moderate user of a legitimate
1 and enjoyable right.

r

.

1..

t

•
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Ash Wednesday

Somewhere, a few weeks ago,
we saw a martyr defined as "a
person who lives with a saint."
And it suddenly struck us that
most of the martyrs we have ac" tually known in the flesh were
• just
that-poor bedeviled guys
whose wives were determined to
"make something out of them,"
prematurely old children whose
parents choked every sudden
4 flame of imagination or initiative "for their own good," disillusioned ministers broken in

7

spirit and hidden away in obscure places because they were
such as "troubled the peace of
Israel," honest writers vilified
because they "could only see the
shabby side of life," hosts of
thinking men and women condemned for "flirting with crazy
ideas."
And what we have seen outside us, we have seen even more
clearly inside us. It is not the
sins which we recognize as sins,
and of which we are ashamed,
that make life hard for our wife,
our children, our colleagues, our
employees, our pastor, our boss,
and our paperboy. It is not really so very hard to forgive each
other those obvious weaknesses,
shortcomings, and failures, or
even those sudden painful hurts
that we usually have in mind
when we think or speak of "trespasses." Women have stayed lovingly loyal for decades to men
who periodically slapped them
around and just as regularly felt
cheap for having done it. But
even the most ardent love chills
under the constant icy glare of
the perfectionist who tolerates
no foibles but his own and
makes no exceptions except for
himself. These are the trespasses
that are hard to forgive. These
are the sins unto death.
And these are the characteristic sins of such excellent folk as

8
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you and we. Confronted with the
Ten Commandments, we can
say, with the young man in the
Gospel, "All these have I kept
from my youth up" -that is, of
course, most of them most of the
time except, naturally, for occasional lapses which are thoroughly understandable when you
make allowance for the circumstances, etc., etc. And what
greater indictment can there be
of our times than the fact that
so few people live, think, act,
and dream as we do?
We approach Ash Wednesday
and Lent more penitently than
ever before this year, sorry indeed for our vices and for whatever hurt these vices have done
to God and man. But we are
even sorrier for our virtues: for
the kindnesses done to others,
which made us glow so pleasantly that we actually didn't realize
at the time that we were being
so insufferably patronizing; for
the admonitions delivered to
erring brothers whose errors
were not half so venal as our
assumption of the role of judge;
for the word aptly spoken, the
paragraph aptly written to the
greater glory of God and the
aggrandizement of our own reputation.
It was, strangely enough, not
our sins, but our righteousnesses
that Isaiah described as filthy

rags. What we call our orthodoxy •
may be more damning than the
errors which we condemn in
others. What we call our respec- tability may be more damning
than the lust which we condemn ._ .,
in others. We shall spend the ~'
weeks of this Lenten season, not
in sorrow for the wickedness of
the world around us, but in the ,..
examination of our own condition. Perhaps, in exploding the-myth of one person's saintliness,
we may release a number of
people from martyrdom.

1
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Conversation

Some of our best friends have
television so, when we say that
it seems probable that every 'moron in the country has television, we want it understood
that we are emphatically not at- ..
tempting to maintain that the
converse of that statement is '- true. Whether steady TV view~
ing will make morons of otherwise healthy folk is a question ~
which only time can answer and, \p '
anyway, is not germane to the
present discussion.
.. 1
What we are driving at, albeit
in a fairly devious way, is that II>
we seem to detect a rather )o.
marked improvement in the
quality of radio these days and ~ [
it occurs to us that the improve- ~

ment just might be correlated

l
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with the loss of a major part of
the moron clientele in the radio
audience. At any rate, there is
some good stuff going on the
airwaves these days, one of the
best of which is a program
" called, appropriately, "Conversation."
This program, naturally un
• sponsored, presents Clifton Fadi·
-,;- man and two or three guests
each week. And what these
people do is talk. No guessing
games, mind you, no world-shaking pronouncements on public
._ affairs, no whooping and hollering. Just talk. Talk about chil" dren, or Christmas, or books, or
inventions, or any of the millionand-one other things that people
J used to talk about when people
still had the ability to talk at all.
The program lasts half an
... hour and it is, for us, the fastest
half hour of the week. The atmosphere is one of paneled walls
--, and fine Port wine and long,
slow-burning Havana cigars. Occasionally there is a woman on
~ the program, which is all right
because women have their rights,
' • too, but usually it's just a group
of men who have read quite a
lot and been quite a few places
and met some very interesting
~ people. There are anecdotes and
now and then a pun and maybe
~ a bit of reading here and there,
but nobody tries to be uproar-

.
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iously funny and nobody brings
any writers along to feed him
clever lines .
Two arts we have lost in our
generation and we are the
poorer for their loss. The one is
the art of conversation and the
other is the art of walking. We
have become a generation of
grunting missiles, our language
as stereotyped as our cars. If
Socrates were to show up among
us he would win no reputation
at all for wisdom. Most likely he
would be dismissed as "that
windy old Greek" and be avoided by all of the sound citizens
who like to think they are doing
the world's work.
So congratulations to NBC for
doing its bit to bring back the
gentlest of the arts, and floreat
Fadimanl

Suzanna and the Elders
Subversion takes many forms,
ranging from the conspiracy of
the extreme Left to overthrow
our institutions by force and
violence to the fantastic insistence of the extreme Right upon
a uniformity of thought and behavior which, if it could be successfully imposed upon us,
would create the Orwellian state
thirty y e a r s in advance of
schedule.

10
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It is fortunate for us that the
conspiracy of the Left is not only
being plotted by small groups
whose policies and philosophies
practically all of us abhor, but
by people whom most of us find
personally repulsive. The tactics
o{ the extreme Right are in
some respects more dangerous
because those who practice them
appeal to those symbols from
our institutions and our history
to which we have always and
willingly given our loyal support. And, in most cases, the
spokesmen for the extreme Right
are men and women whom, in
many ways, we find worthy of
our respect.
But the danger of this extreme
Rightest thinking was highlighted once again only this past
month when protests from the
local A m e r i c a n Legion post
forced the administrators of
Muhlenberg College to cancel a
s c h e d u 1 e d showing of old
Charlie Chaplin films. For Chaplin, the man, we hold no brief.
But it happens that the Charlie
Chaplin of twenty-five years ago
was a matchless artist in his own
field, and no study of the history
of films would be complete with-

out some examination of his
work.
The local Legion post wants,
in its own way, to do precisely
what the editors of the Soviet '.
Encyclopedia have been doing
for years: it wants to re-write
history. It wants to unmake men
and women who have fallen into
disfavor. It wants to do to Chap- •
lin what the present government _9
of the Soviet Union has just
done to Beria, erase his very
memory.
This is subversion in a particularly dangerous form . The con- -'fusing of ideas with personali- ""
ties, of art with the artist, introduces a standard of judgment
into our thinking which has its
roots elsewhere than in the
Anglo-American tradition. Charlie Chaplin and his work are a
part of our heritage-great or
disgraceful, constructive or de- ~
structive, but a part nevertheless.
Once we start saying that only f
certain "acceptable" parts of that
heritage may be passed on, who
is to say how much shall be with- "'
held? The right to know is basic 4
in a free society. Any limitation
upon it is, in its very nature, a ~
limitation upon freedom.

1
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an art which its sister field, television, has been trying, perhaps
unintentionally, to drive into
oblivion.
An attempt is made to make
this radio program sound natural and the attempt is fairly, if
not completely, successful. For
even these men, under different
circumstances, would not converse in quite the same manner
they do on the program. In the
living room of a home, they
would not feel the compulsion
to continue saying something
both meaningful and clever.
Webster defines conversation,
in part, as "oral, and usually, informal or friendly interchange of
views, sentiments, etc." This
sounds easy, but, as you know,
in the presence of strangers it
isn't. Because of the wide interest in conversation, many books

The parents of a teen-ager,
who is now a freshman in high
school, reported recently that
~ she came to them with an im• .. portant question just before her
first big date. "What will I talk
about?" Under similar circumstances, most of us have asked
that question. In a sense we still
ask ourselves the question when
we find ourselves in the company of strangers.
"'~

Conversation is a matter of
great and personal interest to
almost everyone. If you want to
hear conversation at its best, I
~ suggest you listen to a program
with that name which NBC pre" sents every Saturday night. Clifton Fadiman and three equally
erudite guests hold forth on a
specific subject each week. It is
strange that radio should seek to
~ interest people in conversation,
II
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have been written on the subject, and all of them are quite
useless. This is one of the "how
to" fields where rules aren't
enough. When you start operat:
ing with rules in conversation,
you are being neither informal
nor friendly.
But the books give some clues
on ways of participating in a
conversation, particularly with
a stranger. One of them, "The
Art of Conversation", says, "No
matter how dry a subject is to
me, it might be of keen interest
to someone else." Clue number
one. Emily Post has a lot to say
about the subject, too. She advises us to consult the newspaper, "where every imaginable
topic is proffered." Further, "it
doesn't matter so much what the
subjects are." Clue number one
repeated. However, she says, the
subjects should not be controversial (Clue number two), or
too sensational (Clue number
three).
From these books we have a
sufficient number of clues to
proceed. We have been informed
that the best place to find topics
is in the newspaper. But, because we must throw out anything controversial, we can pass
up all articles on politics whether
local, national, or international.
And since we should not start on
anything too sensational, we can

by-pass the reports of crimes and
accidents. You may think this
will eliminate your newspaper
as a source, but it doesn't. Obviously, the advertisements are
left, but I am sure Miss Post
didn't mean to imply that we
should discuss those. It also
leaves the local society news, but
again that isn't the sort of thing
you discuss with strangers.
No, apparently what these
authors have in mind is something you may have been overlooking in your paper all these
years. They must be talking
about the filler copy that appears in every newspaper, but
more so in smaller town rather
than in metropolitan dailies.
These fillers are two or three,
sometimes four lines of copy,
and they are used to fill columns
where the story above didn't
quite fill up all the space to the
bottom. I don't know where the
filler copy comes from, but it
meets the requirements these
authors have given for conversationa! topics.
First, fillers cover a wide range
of subject matter; second, they
are not controversial; third, they
are never sensational. Since they
seem very dry to me, according
to the conversational clues, they
must be of interest to someone
else. I have been paying close attention to filler copy recently in
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order to see how I might be able alone since her husband is still
to use it in conversation.
upstairs dressing. This proposiIf you are not acquainted with tion seems a little far-fetched,
fillers, the following t h r e e but, as yet, I haven't found any
.,. samples will indicate the wide filler copy to cover the situation
range of topics these little items where the husband is ready first.
.-¥
can introduce. These three were For what use it may be, though,
chosen at random from one issue this copy reads
"The a v e r a g e American
of a newspaper.
male d u r i n g his lifetime
•
"The largest emerald in the
spends about 3,400 hours in
world weighs 1,384 carats."
...,.. "Revenues from issuance of
shaving and getting his hair
cut."
new stamps provide a fifth to a
quarter of Liechtenstein govern- If the guests do not respond imment income."
mediately to this pearl of wis"President John Tyler was the dom, you could cover the enfather of 14 children."
suing silence by observing that
I didn't know any of these 3,400 hours is a little over 141
facts before, and I doubt that days.
even John Kieran of "InformaThe persons who write filler
tion Please" would know more copy are great bird lovers, so if
than two of the three. It is likely you plan to be in the company
then that you could spring any of someone who is something of
"" one of these on the stranger with a bird fancier you can get sufwhom you are conversing and be ficient information in one or two
reasonably sure you were telling issues of your newspaper to last
him something he didn't know.
a full evening. Here are samples
The problem is when to in- from the bird and fowl departsert these gems into the conver- ment.
sation. I don't think the three
"Most of the large migratory
fillers above should be used in
birds travel at 3,000 feet or
rapid succession. If I understand
lower, and at about 45 miles
these books on conversation coran hour."
rectly, the object is to appear
"Ganders help their females
bright and interesting, but not
raise the young, but drakes do
to the point of dementia.
not."
· ~
Here is one filler which could Since the second filler on ganders
be used by a hostess who is and drakes is concerned with
forced to greet strange guests edible fowl, this might be con-
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sidered dinner table conversation, though I can't imagine its
heing much of an aid to appetite.
Another favorite of the filler
copy writers is the mention of
things that are not alike. Since
there are so many objects that
are not alike, the possibilities in
this area seem endless. But here
are two examples.
"The most b e a u t i f u 11 y
marked member of the cat
family is the ocelot. No two
ocelots are ever alike."
"Although no two eggs in
the . usual bird's nest are exactly alike, they usually closely resemble each other."
These entries could be used, I
~hould think,
in conversation
with almost anyone, since no
particular knowledge is necessary in the field of bird's eggs
or ocelots. Not everyone will
know what an ocelot is, but you
will be supplying the information that it is a member of the
cat family.
One other category of information furnishes a high percentage of filler copy. No newspaper is complete without a few
lines on astronomy. This information on a complicated subject
is not too involved, as you'll note
from these examples, and it can
be understood readily by anyone.
"Astronomy is considered to

I
be the oldest of the sciences."
"Astronomers say that many
meteors are fonned from the
condensed gases of comets."
Although astronomy is often considered to be a highly controversial subject, these writers have
skirted those areas which might
bring on an argument.
Some of the fillers are a little
tricky. For example, those showing the city from which the item
came but not the date. Here is
a sample in this category.
"Oakland, Calif.-A freight
elevator in an ironworks here
has been operating since 1905
without a breakdown."
This may not seem deceptive on
the surface, but it should be
handled with discretion. Since it
is not dated, this item may have
been a release put out in 1906, in
which case it is not particularly
fascinating information. Fortunately, the ironworks is not identified, for you might be unfortunate enough to quote this one
to a man who was in Oakland
when the whole place burned
down in 1907.
If this discussion should result
in filler copy becoming a vogue
as conversational gam bits, you
should be prepared, not only to
offer a few items yourself but
also to come back with an appropriate reply should someone
spring one on you first. It would
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be to your advantage to get in
the first word, for then you set
the subject to be discussed and
the answer should be in that
~-. same area. Filler copy is so
varied you may have to start a
collection to be sure you have
every possible field covered.
To illustrate how this might
work out, suppose you were attending a party and you were apl"'f-proached by a stranger who introduced himself and, for lack
of anything else to say, started
the conversation with this particular filler,
"There are more than 2,000
trout streams in New Mexico."
If you were prepared, you might
answer,
"The Amazon drains an
area almost as large as the
United States."
In that way you keep the conversation on the subject of
l • streams, though you have topped
him by a wide margin since the
Amazon is many times larger
,I
than 4,000 trout streams.
Your reply might stop him for
a moment, but if he is up on his
' ..,. fillers, he may come back with
"The gray whale is the
hardest of all whales to kill."
r This is not too good, but it keeps
the conversation on the general
topic of water, if only by connotation, and it should qualify.
Your answer might be
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"The earth is about 197,000,000 square miles. Approximately 70 per cent is water;
30 per cent land."
You're being very subtle. You've
kept the conversation on water
and yet you have left an opening for a shift to a discussion on
land.
If there is such a thing as winning a conversation, it is likely
you will have won at this point.
You can be sure you have won if
your new acquaintance smiles
weakly and moves off to join another group.
One objection to the use of
filler copy which the authors of
books on conversation have not
answered is how to remember all
of these bright sayings. Fortunately, filler copy is never long
and it may not be necessary for
you to memorize each item.
They can be clipped from your
newspaper and kept in a pocket
or purse. It would be simple for
a man to separate them and
keep different subjects in separate pockets, but this is no solution for the ladies. If a woman
kept these clippings in her
purse, her answer might be delayed considerably and thus lose
some of its sparkle as she unloaded the contents of her purse
looking for the first slip of
paper.
Although the description of
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conversational topics which
Emily Post and the other authors
are talking about best fits newspaper filler copy, I can't imagine
what would happen if we took
them seriously. For one thing,
television would be greatly assisted in its effort to end all conversation.
No, fillers are out as good
conversation. But this does illustrate the futility of teaching
someone how to converse with
someone else. Either you feel
like talking to someone, or you
don't. Either you have something to say, or you haven't. In
those cases where it is necessary
to make conversation with someone whose interests you don't

know, remember that he is as
anxious to break the silence as
you are. This may result in your
both starting a discussion on the
weather simultaneously, which I
would consider infinitely better
than a start on a subject that
seems uninteresting to you and
may be equally uninteresting to
him.
!Subjects of mutual interest
have a habit of coming out nat- --'~'
urally, and filler copy had best
be left to its original purposeto fill up space. Since this is
about what I have been doing, -"
this discussion will be stopped
at this point before I begin to -~
sound too much like an author
of a book on conversation.

- -..
It is basically wrong for man always to want to be independent. In this lies a presumptuous conceit and a blindness
as well to all the profounder premises of true and blessed productivity. Above all we need our souls opened-not man creating,
but man letting the Creator create, just as it says in the old
rhyme: "Thy work must stop, and cease to be, That God may
do His work in Theel"
-Friedrich Wilhelm Foerster, Christ and the
Human Life, Philosophical Library, 1953.

The New Teen-Age Comics
By

WALTER RIESS

Board of Parish Education
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod

Next time you shop at your
neighborhood grocery, spend a
quarter of an hour poking about
the magazine rack. If your
stomach can stand the slicks,
move bravely into the kiddie
pulps: the 10-centers with the
bright yellow and red covers.
Now, take your time, go through
them one by one. Don't stop to
gape at the horror covers on the
kiddie books. You haven't seen
anything yet.

...

Have you ever stopped to consider
how strange and winding is the road
of life? One wrong turn ... and the
entire path of a person's destiny may
be altered. It is of such wrong turns.
... such destinies. . . that great love
confessions are born. . . confessions
such as you'll find this month in-.

"Unholy Passion" was a "drama
of a young girl. .. struggling to
escape the doom of a wrong and
wicked love"; "They Called Me
Bad" revealed a "blazing confession" of a young lady who
made "one terrible mistake over
and over again."; the tale of a
girl who had "found the right
love ... with the wrong man"
went under the heading, "Meant
for Each Other."; "Man Trap"
represented "one girl's fatal error in trying to become a part
of hi-school intrigue."
"Each of these stories," said
the editors, "has the unmistakable ring of truth . .. because each
is torn from the fabric of real
life ... where 'to err is human!'"
Continuing a patient search
through the grocery rack, I noted
the following publications, together with these descriptions of
their content: First Love ("Only
in the Darkness of the Night

Hold on! There it is. You
have it in your hand right now.
It looks like a kiddie comic, it
smells like one-only worse.
I found the periodicals in a
village grocery in Hamburg,
Michigan, where I vacationed
this last August. On the first
page of Hi-School Romance were
these titles, together with miniature drawings of their suggestive
contents later in the book: "Unholy Passion," "They Called Me
Bad," "Meant for Each Other,"
"Man Trap." These were the
highlights of the October issue,
Number 32. Next to the table of
contents was this invitational
note:
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Could We Meet and Kiss ... Always Running, Always Hiding
from .. .THE S HAD 0 W BETWEEN US!"); Love at First
Sight ("One On His String,"
"Eyes Only for My Sister"); First
Romance ("Is It Better to Have
Loved and Lost-Than Never to
Have Loved at All?" "SHE
LEARNED THE REAL SECRET OF DESIRE, THE
MEANING OF LOVE ...ALL
IN THAT ONE LAST ... DESPERATE HOUR!").

Two others, Young Brides and
Complete Love, did not advertise themselves for the high
school crowd, but seemed to deal
with characters in the years between high school and marriage.
These followed the same pattern, featuring stories such as
"Heartbreak Proposal," "In Love
With a Stranger," "Taste for
Thrills!" A drugstore in the
nearby resort town of Whitmore
Lake produced Brides Romances
("Should I Marry a Flirt?") and
Secrets of Young Romance
("False Dream") for the same
high school graduates.
The most prominent feature
on the covers and inside the
teen-age comics is the grotesque
size of the female bust. It would
almost seem that teen-agers
themselves would be driven to
giggle at the absurd form some
o£ these portrayals take. But it is

probably true that the cult of
the breast, which had its real beginning in the American novel,
has lodged itself so thoroughly
into the thinking and imagining
of even youth that it would be
impossible to jolt it. Suffice it
to say that the comic magazines
indicate to all modern American
teen-agers the simple necessity of
having such a figure, or getting
one-or their chances of matrimony will be seriously impaired.
Besides the cult of the bust,
there are other common features
which tie the teen-age comics
into a bundle. The plotting of
all the stories is stereotyped.
Beautiful, busty heroine is bad.
She falls into the clutches of an
evil boy. This occupies most of
the story because it gives the
artist full scope to describe her
fate. In one story, the fate is a
teen-age party where the participants play "air raid." At the cry ,_
of the words, all lights go out
and the members of the party
mix. It is their business, after
fifteen minutes, to tell next to -.
whom they are standing. How
this is done requires singularly .. '
little imagination. But the artist
is invariably at pains to leave
even less to guesswork.
Then, at the very end of each
story, comes the moral "pitch."
During the final few strips, the \heroine finds her honest and
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clean boyfriend still waitmg
after she has debauched herself
all over the place. She returns,
begs his pardon, and he is blissfully happy to have her back.
The bad girl is now a good girl.
She is, even, a happy good girl.
Moral (with an eye on the
mails): Be a good girl.
There is obviously a limit to
the degree of picturization one
can lend to this kind of plot. At
least certain few sexual activities are still, thank the mail
laws, beyond the brush of the
most pulpy of the scribblers.
Still, there must be a sexual
climax which can be portrayed,
or the story will suffer. Something must take the place of nature's natural solution.
That something, as in Hollywood films, is the great American Kiss. It is the final goal and
Amen of the teen-age comics.
Does the bad man have the bad
girl alone? Comes the Kiss-with
suggestive fingers. Does the
heroine finally escape into the
arms of her true friend? Comes
the Kiss-minus s u g g e s t i v e
fingers. Harm 1 e s s? Certainly.
Compared with the "air raid,"
about as harmless as a cobra to
an elephant.
For one does not have to think
far to reckon the consequences
of this kind of love climax for
the later marriages of the teen-
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agers. Psychologists need not tell
us about the ominous trend toward impotency among American males, and the tendency toward frigidity in the females.
For years upon years we have
been feeding the people a diet of
the great American Kiss, and yet
we expect them to graduate into
a marriage where kissing is only
a prelude to true union.
But even that dilemma is
minimal in contrast to the other
open possibilities inherent in
the distribution of the teen-age
comic kind of literature. The
solemnity of matrimony itself is
lost in a haze of sentimentality
and misunderstanding. The ideal
man is under twenty, broadshouldered, wavy-haired, a n d
completely irresponsible as far
as a life's business is concerned.
The ideal woman is under
eighteen, possesses the grotesquerie referred to previously,
and is bothered only by her
quest for an early marriage to
the man she loves, almost always
at first sight.
The chief possession necessary
to a couple about to marry is a
yellow or red convertible. This
convertible plays a rna jor role in
the strips, and seems to be the
economic parallel to the Kiss. It
is a mark of undisputed success.
There is no mention of the $100per-month payments which the
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actual ownership of such a boat
would entail. In all probability,
the young man who manages to
save the down payment would
"have it made." In all these
strips, incidentally, there is surprisingly little reference to the
hot rod or the custom car. Evidently those playthings are on
the way out. It is now possible
for the teen-agers to have the
real jobs, and, thus, the real
"most" girls.
T h e commercial advertisers
are not slow to follow up the
natural advantages which the
teen-age comics give them in
erecting the fictitious world of
busts and convertibles. "REDUCE WITH DELICIOUS
SULPHURINE .CANDY," "DO
YOU NEED MONEY?", "FAT
LEGS!", "NEW OFF-SHOULDER SENSATION," "GOOD
NEWS FOR ALL SUFFERERS
FROM . . . TEEN-AGE PIMPLES," plus the usual blurbs
about various items of clothing
designed to produce the perfect
figure, plaster the inside covers
and the outside rear cover. This
completes the world of the teenager as dreamed up for him by
the creators of the teen-age
comics. Throughout the magazines there was no single word
indicating the desirability of any
spiritual strength. Success or
failure were counted in simple

terms of husband, convertible,
clothes.
This is the world which is
being handed down to the adolescent youth. The world has
been well built, it is solid, and it
has colonized. Next time you get
to a drugstore-even to that
clean little place where only nice
boys and girls hang out-dig
through the comics to put yourself in this world for awhile.
After you emerge from it, you
won't wonder any longer why
about thirty million y o u n g
people in America today have
no religious affiliations whatsoever; why 37 per cent of persons arrested for robberies and
47 per cent of larceny cases in
this country are under twentyone. You won't wonder then why
35 per cent of all rapes and 68
per cent of all auto thefts are
committed by teen-agers. You
won't wonder why some of the
most promising youngsters you
know get into trouble and have
to get married. In the early
1940's, the boys and girls of adolescent age were reading nine
million, two hundred s i x t y
thousand adventure magazines,
three million sex stories, three
million, two hundred fifty
thousand detective magazines,
and more than ten million, five
hundred thousand movie maga-
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zines. The comics take up where
these left off. Today, five hundred million of them are printed

each month. The comics make it
easier for the kids to get an eyeful of their brave new world.

1.1

l

If you should ask how this book came to be written, it was
in this way. One day as I was wandering over the world I came
upon the valley where I was born, and stopping there a moment
to speak with them all- when I had argued politics with the
grocer, and played the great lord with the notary-public, and
had all but made the carpenter a Christian by force of rhetoricwhat should I note (after so many years) but the old tumbledown and gaping church, that I love more than mother-church
herself, all scraped, white, rebuilt, noble and new, as though it
had been finished yesterday. Knowing very well that such a
change had not come from the skin-flint populace, but was the
work of some just artist who knew how grand an ornament was
this shrine ... I entered, and there saw that all within was new,
accurate, and excellent as the outer part; and this pleased me as
much as though a fortune had been left to us all; for one's
native place is the shell of one's soul, and one's church is the
kernel of that nut.

- Hilaire Belloc, The Path to Rome, Regnery, 1954
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Never Was The Night So Bright
Because of personal references, the author of this article has asked that his
name not be used.

"Never Was the Night So
Bright" is the title of a gripping
serial story recently published in
a German magazine, describing
the experiences of an ordinary
Berliner in the air raids which
preceded the final collapse of
the Reich's capital. Never was
the night so bright as when it
was illuminated by the glare of
a thousand burning apartment
houses and the phosphorus cooking the pavement of Berlin's
streets. Never was the night so
bright as when the funeral pyre
of the Thousand-Year Reich
consumed a hundred thousand
mortals in expiation for the sin
of having been born and lived
on the banks of the Spree and
the Havel.

more do the people fawn on
Americans in hopes of receiving
a piece of chocolate or cheese or
at least a friendly recognition.
Once more they walk like men.
And the city is rising again.
This Berlin, which was 38 per
cent totally destroyed and another 38 per cent damaged, this
Berlin, at least in its Western
half, is building eleven-story
apartment houses, which to Berliners are skyscrapers, or, as they
say, "cloud scratchers." The
bricks from many ruins have
been planted. The scars are being covered up.
Even the Kaiser Wilhelm
Gedaechtniskirche, a h u 1 k i n g
skeleton towering above the busy
heart of West Berlin, is soon to
be rebuilt. This church, named
not after Kaiser Wilhelm II but
after a predecessor of his, was
completely bombed out. Fragments of the walls remain, and
through a gaping hole in the
side you can see the remains of
on ce-b e a u t i f u l mosaic. The
towers also remain, wrecks of
their former selves, the large
main tower peculiarly blasted so
that it appears, even to the un-

Berlin is recovering, now after
almost ten years, from both
those flaming nights and the
grey years of famine and blockade that followed them. Even
the spirit of Berlin's people has
recovered, the dispatches of
American correspondents t e II
you. The shops are full, the food
in the restaurants is excellent,
and only a few hundred
thousand are unemployed. No
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imaginative eye, like a hand
with the index finger extended
toward heaven, a gaunt ruin testifying to the horrors of man's
destruction and pointing to the
God who hates man's sin but
also offers him the only true
hope of salvation from his inner
strife and suicidal war.
Yes, the Gedaechtniskirche is
+ to be rebuilt. It will be slightly
altered along more modern and
simpler lines. But from the old
church one thing will remain.
The main tower, that mute witness to man's sin and God's sorrow, will remain as it is: a ruin
and a skeleton. Those who have
never seen the ruin that is Berlin and have not known the suffering of war at home may not
understand this gesture, may
find it even a little morbid. But
those who, even though they
have not experienced the horrors of a blasted city firsthand,
nevertheless are human enough
to realize a little of their meaning, will recognize the decision
to leave this tower untouched
as one of the most eloquent
gestures an architect and a
people could make.
I can tell you something of
t .. those blast-shattered, b 1 a zing
nights, which have probably not
been equaled since the destruction of Sodom-which was destroyed by God and not by man.
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I did not experience those nights
firsthand, but I can tell you
what they were like to a young
girl who was six years old when
the war started. Of course, if
)'OU are one of those who think
any German a Nazi who does
not take a righteous satisfaction
in the destruction of his own
homeland, if you consider Berlin
(and Moscow) a literal Sodom
and your own hometown a Zion,
then you need read no further.
But if you know that all men
are touched by sin and all are
loved by God, if you know that
no man (yourself, especially) is
pure of hatred and cruelty, just
as none is too far gone for God
to love and to save him, perhaps
you will find in your own heart
a little feeling for the experiences of your fellow men.
Grass and trees cover the
broken stones beneath the new
hills which Berlin has formed
from some of its wreckage. But
most of the ruins lie still where
they fell in those blazing nights,
except that the scattered bricks
have been piled up in a more
orderly fashion. You still see
houses, the large five- or sixstory apartment houses in which
most Berliners live, that were
sheared off in the middle, right
through the rooms. In some of
these half-rooms, where the inner body of the house is exposed
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to the elements, you may see
laundry hanging. Sometimes you
will come across ruins where the
bricks have not yet been arranged in orderly piles. In front
of most ruins has been set a
stone with a house number
painted on it. That was once the
address of this ruin and has been
placed there to help you find
your way to other addresses
where the houses still stand.
These numbers identify addresses now nine or ten years uninhabited, though under the
ruins of some lie even yet the
skeletons of men and women,
grandmothers and little children, who sought vain refuge
there from the "bomb carpet"
that was laid over most of Berlin. ("Bomb carpet" is the Berliner's own expression.)
I know someone who was a
small girl in Berlin the nights
when we were laying that bomb
carpet on Berlin to smother out
Hitler's Reich. A good number
of people were caught under
that carpet. None of the leading
"war criminals" died under it.
They later killed themselves or
received their sentences in
Nuernberg. Some Nazi officials
of intermediate grade probably
lost their lives. But most of the
people who died beneath the
ruins of their homes or in the
phosphorus flames were people

who lived there just as you and
I would have lived there if we
had been born there and happened to like our hometown, no
matter what brutes had control
of it.
One of those people was the
little girl whom I have mentioned. A chronological narrative of her experiences would be
pointless, if not impossible. Life
then was a confused jumble
punctuated by sirens and blasts
and sudden fires.
There was the night when the
men of the Gestapo knocked on
many doors in this strongly
Jewish quarter. The great synagogue had already been burned
out, this fire not having been
started by Allied bombs. Many
people said the congregation
had been assembled in it at the
time, but no one was sure what
had happened to them, if they
had somehow escaped or had
perished. The ordinary people
did not, in spite of the skepticism of righteously indignant
foreigners, know the details of
every horror perpetrated by the
National Socialist leaders and
their thugs, and there were even
some horrors of which they had
no inkling until the war was
over. Curiosity was not healthy.
But this night everyone knew
what was happening. The Gestapo was making a clean sweep
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of it. Few Jews would be left.
One of them spoke to this little
girl's father.
•
"You yourself have been good
to me," he said. "But, I warn
you, everyone will suffer because
we are being taken away.
And the next night came one
of the heaviest air attacks of the
war.
The radio usually gave accurate warning of the paths of
the bombers. Berlin, the Reich's
capital, was No. 1 target, and
the Berliners knew it. From Hitler himself down through the
last Jew whom the Gestapo had
missed, they were all in it together, although the Jew was
111ore likely to be hit by one of
the bombs dispatched to liberate
his people than was the Fuehrer
who was persecuting them.
"We won't get much sleep tonight," the little girl's father
often told her, "but you go to
bed now and we'll see if we can
sleep up here a while before we
r .., have to go down into the cellar."
Later, on many nights no attempt was made to sleep in the
comfortable beds upstairs, but
everyone went down from their
apartments into the cramped
... basement "shelter." The landlords were supposed to make
openings in the walls connecting the basements of adjoining
apartment buildings so that

•
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people could escape if their
house was hit and threatened to
fall down on the scores of human
beings huddled in the basement.
l\fany landlords complied, but
others had more fear of thieves
entering their buildings than for
the lives of those who would be
buried under the flaming ruins
if they could not escape.
This little girl and thousands
of other children knew that they
were part of the target for Allied bombs. The fact that the
bombs were not aimed at them
personally, but supposedly just
at the stone and steel of their
city, helped them little, for in
air war even the most humane
soldier takes little consideration
of enemy lives if they happen to
get in the way of a "military"
objective.
"We're going to catch it tonight," the little girl's father
once remarked. "They've outlined this whole area with flares,
and we're right in the middle."
And so they were. There were
a few government offices a few
blocks away and perhaps some
small military objectives. But
this section was predominantly
composed of apartment houses
and small shops. And it was outlined clearly as the target area.
The German planes which had
bombed Coventry had also, acwrding to reports from resi-
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dents, struck more of the inner
heart of the city than of the industrial areas on the outskirts.
The world was shocked, and
rightly so, by the wanton bombing of Coventry. And now the
Allied air forces, the powers
fighting for human decency and
democracy against Nazi barbarism, had outlined in flames a
target area where thousands of
people had their homes.
The heart of Berlin w a s
burned out in those bombings
and the subsequent shellings.
. Military objectives were destroyed. People died by the hundreds in the subways, which, as
a part of the railroad system,
were from a military viewpoint
legitimate objectives. The heavy
hand of Mars cannot discriminate, though many who hire
Mars to fight for "civilization"
may feel occasional qualms over
the brutality of the most "just"
of wars. Schools, museums and
opera houses were bombed out.
Two of the more than one hundred and twenty Evangelical
churches in Berlin escaped all
damage. The Berlin zoo, the
people's pride and one of the
world's greatest, was severely hit.
Its buildings were large, and a
man in a speeding bomber, with
flak bursting around him, has
no time to distinguish between
a zoo and a nearby railroad

5tation.
Finally the nights of flaming
death neared an end. Many
people never saw the end. The
Fuehrer saw the beginning of
the end, and, screaming that
these people who had suffered in
his war were not worthy of him,
he ended his own life rather
than face what lay ahead. Most
Berliners did not find the
answer so simple.
The end meant fighting in the
streets that they had known all
their lives. Berlin was going to
fight to the bitter end, declared
the rulers who knew that they
were probably doomed anyway.
Some s o l d i e r s and civilians
fought because they knew that
their fate was too closely linked
with that of their Fuehrer to do
otherwise. They were those who
at gunpoint forced others to
fight with them. Others fought
on from habit. Some fought because they hoped they could
hold off the Russians l o n g
enough for the Americans to
conquer their city. But the
Americans had not intention of
conquering Berlin.
The little girl's father, who
was fifty-five and had been attached in a non-flying capacity
to the air force in the first
World War, had been suffering
from a heart condition. But he,
too, was ordered out to join the
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defenders, though by this time
Berlin as a city had little left to
defend. He was taken to fight
the Russians at an intersection
less than a mile from his own
home. A little while later he was
brought back ill from a heart
attack.
Resistance soon collapsed and
the Russians came in. Their
entry was a mixture of brutality
and attempts at rough friendliness with civilians. The little
girl's father had a taste of the
brutal side. He had not been a
member of the Nationalist Socialist Party and was physically
unfit for military service, but
one night the Russians came and
took him off for interrogation.
All night long they attempted to
make him confess having been a
member of the SS. It is probable
that they saw in him a man of
some influence and wished to
discredit him. Finally he was released.
All was not over. The Western
Allies came to take over their
part of the conquered city. The
little girl's family lived in the
British sector. One day English
soldiers came and removed large
articles of furniture which they
said were needed by the occupation forces and could be reclaimed later. The requisitioned
articles were never returned. But,
of course, German troops had
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done the same in France. And
the Allies, who had fought for
the individual and his rights, including the sanctity of his home,
had to do the same. Recently,
the Allied Control Commission
has informed former owners of
such requisitioned goods that
they could claim one-tenth of
the original value of their possessions. Needless to say, the
British were not the only Allied
troops which engaged in such
requisitioning.
The war was over. The years
of privation lay ahead, the years
in which Berliners were to be
called on to undergo hardship
not only for their own freedom
but also on behalf of the Western
Allies. They, too, have been well
described, and there is nothing
to be added here. How welcome
the American food shipments
were and how many lives they
saved almost any Berliner will
gladly tell you. You might have
realized their worth yourself if
you had sat down one day with
the little girl and her family to
a meal of rice which had been
scraped up from some spilled on
the street. The original sweepings included not only rice but
also pebbles and bits of shrapnel, the whole sprinkled with
blood. Many meals were made
up of dehydrated American potatoes cooked into a kind of
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gruel. Somehow the little girl
and her family made it through
to "better" times, but just as the
better times were about to start
after the blockade she lost her
Daddy, whose health had been
broken by the bomb-lit nights
and the hard years following a
war which he had not favored.
And though I was not there
during those flaming nights, I
know that this story is true, and
that the new Berlin will consist
not only of the new buildings
but also of the scars of the past,
like the wreckage lying under
those new green hills and the unrestored tower of the new
Gedaechtniskirche and the mem-

ories which still haunt the
dreams of little girls who were
marked out as targets by flares
dropped from Allied planes.
I know this story is true because the little girl who later became my wife told it to me years
after it happened as we walked
through the ruin-lined Bundesalle and as we listened many a
night in her home in that former
target area to the big guns of
East and West practicing for a
new war in which the Berliners
would be target No. 1 in order
if not in importance, a war
which Berlin would lose on the
day it broke out.
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Christianity has need of thought that it may come to the
consciousness of its real self. For centuries it treasured the great
commandment of love and mercy as traditional truth without
recognizing it as a reason for opposing slavery, witch burning,
torture, and all the other ancient and medieval forms of inhumanity. It was only when it experienced the influence of the
thinking of the Age of Enlightenment that it was stirred into
entering the struggle for humanity. The remembrance of this
ought to preserve it forever from assuming any air of superiority
in comparison with thought.
-Albert Schweitzer, Out of My Life and Thought,
Henry Holt, 1933 and 1949.
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, What Is The Truth?
By
•

LEWIS

E.

UNNEWEHR

Associate Professor of Engineering
Valparaiso University
·

"Pilate therefore said unto
him) Art thou a king then? Jesus
answered) Thou sayest that I am
a king. To this end was I born)
and for this cause came I into
the world) that I should bear
witness unto the truth. Every
one that is of the truth heareth
my voice. And Pilate saith unto
him) What is truth?" .... John
18: 37, 38.
These words are from the
familiar scene described in the
Gospel of John as Jesus stands
on trial before Pilate. Many
have thought, as did Francis
Bacon, that Pilate's last question
in this passage was merely a jest
or a satire on Jesus' preceding
claim. There is no evidence of
that, however, either from this
passage or the remainder of the
Passion story, although he may
"' very well have been somewhat
'fll
cynical of the entire affair-the
pettiness and deceit of the San•
hedrin and the apparent contradictions of this strange prisoner before him. And, perhaps,
<•
there is more than a little sincerity expressed in these words.(
a desperate desire for an answer
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to the many perplexities that
must have bothered him, a feeling that the wrong man was being condemned, and not knowing why.
The Gospel of John, taken as
a whole. can leave no doubt
that these words have a real
meaning, not only as the feeling
of Pilate and others during the
trial, but also as an expression
of one of the most basic and unsettling needs of all men, the
search for truth. This Gospel
was written primarily in answer
to this need. More than any
New Testament literature, it attempts to relate Greek thought
and philosophy to Christian
theology. From the opening
theme of "Logos," or "word," to
the closing Passion narrative,
John tries to relate the Jewish
Christ, the Word of God made
flesh, to the search for truth
and reality by the Greek philosophers. In its use of the word,
truth, the Fourth Gospel is
drawing from the common Hellenistic usage in which the meaning hovers between "reality,"
"the ultimately real," or "knowl-
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edge of the real," which is name of science, philosophy, or
unique in the New Testament. astrology. However, historically
And with this meaning the many of the greatest strikes
Gospel asserts of Christ, "I am against truth have been comthe way, the Truth, the life," mitted in the name of religion,
and again, "If ye would be my and today there are still those
disciples in deed, ye must know who would lead men away from
the Truth and the Truth will the truth in the name of Him
make you free."
who came to witness for the
Perhaps it is one of the subt- truth. Countless examples of
leties of this Gospel to open by such perversions could be cited:
stating in beautiful, philosophi- there are those today · whose
cal terms that Jesus shows us the greatest religious experience is
truth ... .is the truth, but for this to handle snakes and reptiles,
Gospel to close with the official basing such actions on a few
representative of the greatest closing verses of Mark a n d
civilization of that time asking, Matthew: a large section of Chrisas he faced this same Jesus, tianity is today slowly becoming
"What is truth?," and then look- a worship of Mary and a mystiing the other way as this "source cal cult oddly similar to the
of truth" died a most cruel Greek and Roman cults of
death. Is not John showing Jesus' day; there is a growing soPilate, while believing himself to called "Christian" sect today
be standing in judgment on based solely upon the ApocalypJesus, to be actually judged by tic portions of the Bible. We
the truth?
have seen the Revised Standard
In one sense, at least, many of Version of the Bible burned in
us are true followers of Pilate cur day, and we daily read of
o.s we, too, ask, "What is Truth?"
the atrocities committed by the
We, too, long to find the reali- race-baiters of South Africa,
ties of life, the basic truths, upon many of whom are ordained
which we can build a happy, ministers in the Dutch Reconstructive, satisfying existence. formed Church. There are thouAs seekers after truth, we are sands of denominations a n d
as much distracted, confused, sects today which, while emphaand deceived in some respects as sizing only a small portion of
were men in Pilate's day. Many the Bible, at the same time
false paths, claiming the way of claim to be THE Church, the
truth, have been offered in the : :only True church.
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But, as dangerous and as evil
as this overemotionalized form
of Christianity can be, a completely unemotional, i n t e 11 e ctualized religion is not the
answer, although seldom does
this school of religion carry its
efforts to such evil and bloody
ends. One of the greatest hazards
to the sophisticated Christians
of our day is just this: that, in
our search for truth, we completely isolate religion from feeling, and make of our religion
an ethical code. In general, this
doubting of childhood beliefs
and training, which so often occurs during the college years, is
good; it leaves us with an intel·
lectual as well as emotional
basis for religion. But, far too
frequently, because of secular influences in the contemporary
world of thought, the thinking
student throws out all that cannot be scientifically proved and
has nothing left. C. H. Dodd, in
The Fourth Gospel, has said,
"To 'know the truth,' they must
not only hear His words: they
must in some sort be united with
Him who is the Truth. Thus
even when t he concept of
knowledge of God is most fully
intellectualized, it remains true
that it involves a personal union
with God, which goes beyond
mere intellectual apprehension."
And so, the thinking Chris-
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tian of today must make a rather
delicate decision for a faith
somewhere between the two extremes; in the words of the
Bible, we must love the Lord
with all our heart and mind and
soul.
Such a love, such a faith, implies many concepts which we
may not be willing to accept: 1)
Whatever is true or of the truth
is Christian, Christlike. 2) We
cannot blindly accept denominational dogma or emotional attachment to a few isolated passages in the Bible. Many a sincere student has asked of his
church, "What is truth?," but received in reply only a dogmatic
statement of medieval thought.
Where truth seems to oppose
traditions or dogmas, we must
side with truth. Jesus certainly
had no qualms about throwing
out some of the traditions of
men handed down to Him
through the Old Testament. 3)
We must never "proof-text"
Bible passages to prove what we
would like to believe. 4) And
lastly, we must honestly doubt
and criticize creed, dogma, and
tradition in our search for truth,
but at the same time realize that
there are many things that must
always be proved only through
the medium of emotion and
spiritual experience.
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What is truth? It is not mere
flippancy to answer, "God only
knows." For He is Himself the
Truth, and that which we may
hope to know of the truth can
be known only as He reveals
Himself to us. But heart and

mind-emotion and intellectmust be open to Him if we are
to receive His revelation. "If
with all your hearts ye truly seek
me," then-and only then-"ye
shall surely find me."

Science only renders the metaphysical need more urgent.
In itself it contributes little directly to the solution of the metaphysical problem. But it does contribute something, namely,
the exposition of the fact that our experience of sensible apparent things is capable of being analysed into a scientific theory,
a theory not indeed complete, but giving every promise of indefinite expansion. This achievement emphasises the intimate
relation between our logical thought and the facts of sensible
apprehension. Also the special form of scientific theory is
bound to have some influence. In the past false science has
been the parent of bad metaphysics. After all, science embodies a rigorous scrutiny of one part of the whole evidence
from which metaphysicians deduce their conclusions.

f

..

-Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education,
The Macmillan Company, 1929
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letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor,

,.
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..,
~
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~
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These deadlines seem to come
closer together every month. Or
maybe time just goes faster when
you get to my age. Anyway, I
can't think of a thing that happened this last month that would
be worth writing about.
And you know, that's just
what's wrong with my life. It's
just like a treadmill. Up in the
morning at 6:30, breakfast, go to
work, back home at 5:30, supper,
watch television, and back to
bed at 10:00. One night a week
I bowl, and Monday noon I go
to Rotary. Otherwise, every day
is the same except Sunday and
by Sunday I'm so tired that I
sleep most of the day away.
Some guys I know can let off
steam now and then by going on
a bender. But I never get high
on liquor. I just get awfully sick
and then I'm laid up for a
couple of days, so there is no
point to me drinking at all. I
used to get a big kick out of the
movies but somehow it seems
that the girls aren't as pretty as
t h e y used to be and the
comedians aren't as funny, and
33

anyway I have a hard time staying awake in the show.
Well, you've probably got
your own problems, so let's get
on to something else. I got the
package of letters from readers
that you sent me and all I can
say is that you have a screwy
bunch of readers. Here all along
I thought I was writing for
some h i g h - t y p e people who
wanted the viewpoint of a practical man on the problems of the
church and it turns out that
about ninety percent of the
people who wrote in to you
seemed to think I was writing a
humor column. I swear I don't
know what has come over people
nowadays. Right here in the
congregation every time I open
my mouth a few bird-brains
seem to think it's the funniest
thing in the world.
Well, all I've got to say is
that a lot of people are going to
get the surprise of their lives one
of these days when times get
tough and they find out that life
is still pretty much of a dog-eatdog proposition. They seem to
think they're already in heaven.
No wonder they think I'm funny.
The whole real world must seem
funny to them.
It seems to me that there has
been a dangerous trend in our
church since the war to mix religion up with all sorts of th ings
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that have nothing to do with
religion. One world at a time, I
always say, and I think we would
be better off if we stuck with
that principle. You start mixing
religion with politics or business
or entertainment, or whatever,
and all you get is confusion.
What's important in this life is
to get things done and hope that
you will be forgiven if you have
to take a few short-cuts in doing
it. I always figured that that was
the whole point of forgiveness.
What's the point of being a
Christian if you haven't got any
sins?
Now of course I'm not saying
that a man should not live by
the rules as far as he is able. I
believe in the Ten Commandments and I believe in the
Golden Rule and in the long
run I think any business man
will tell you that they are not
only good religion but good
business, also. It's when people
start adding on to these that the
trouble comes in, or when they
try to apply them to situations
where they just don't fit. I've
had p eople try to tell me that
the wages I pay my people at
the store are a matter of religion.
The heck they are. They're a
matter of economics, pure and

simple, and anyway nobody is ~
forcing anybody to work for me.
Anybody that doesn't like what ~ 1
I pay him can get himself a job ~
somewhere else.
Well, I shouldn't have let my- ~
self get all excited like this just
..
because of a few letters. I'm going to go on calling the shots .... ,
the way I see them as long as
you guys still think I have something worthwhile to say to your ~ ,
readers. And it's nice to know
that there are always a few intelligent people who understand 1.
what I'm talking about and who
try to put some of my principles ~
into practice. I don't say that I ._ .
am perfect by any means or that
I have never made a mistake (we
all do), but I'm not boasting
when I say that I started from
scratch and made something of ...
myself and along the way I
~'
learned a few things which must
be true because, by golly, they
rwork. Like the Bible says, the
proof of the pudding is the eating thereof and I'~n willing to --" 1
stack my ideas up against any of
these eggheads' ideas in terms of
results, dollar for dollar and
cent for cent.
Regards, etc.,
G. G.

~and MUSIC MAKERS
By

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

ed statement: "Since 1750 there
never has been, and there never
will be, a composer as great in
every way as Johann Sebastian
Bach."
Mr. Bach, I firmly believe, had
both feet on the ground .

Those who compose music today-and those who, according
to their lights, undertake to
evaluate that music-should always bear in mind that the late
Richard Strauss, who was a
master in more than one respect,
....,... once said, "We are all children
of our time and can never jump
over its shadows." This axio"' matic truth, let me add, applies
to church music no less than to
secular music. For anyone to
maintain that in the matter of
sacred music the last word was
spoken long ago is as ridiculous
as it is unrealistic.
One does not honor the mighty
• Johann Sebastian Bach properly
--; by saying, in season and out of
._, season, that the world of music
will never see a master as great
as Johann Sebastian Bach. The
great Cantor, who bequeathed to
" us the St. john Passion, the St.
Matthew Passion, the Magnificat,
the Christmas Oratorio, the Mass
in B Minor, and many other
masterworks in the sacred field,
would, I am sure, froth at the
mouth if he could come back
into
the world of today to hear
...;
the following frequently repeat-

* * *

A number of years ago I had
an opportunity to chat for a
little while with Guiomar Novaes, the famous Brazilian pianist, and with her husband, Octavio Pinto, who has written
some delightful compositions for
the piano. In my opinion, Novaes must be numbered among
the greatest woman pianists of
all time.
A few days ago I picked up a
copy of Time and found a fascinating news story about Novaes.
The artist had been practicing
Beethoven's Waldstein Sonata
with loving and painstaking
care. When someone asked her
why she devoted so much work
to a well-known composition,
she replied, "I always play a
piece differently. I always discover something different in it,
and .I wonder why haven't I
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thought of this before? Art is a
most subtle thing. Ourselves, we
don't understand it always."
What refreshing honesty! And,
let me add, what honor!
My hackles rise whenever I
hear someone exclaim, "I have
heard Beethoven's Fifth and
Schubert's Unfinished so often
that I am completely tired of
those symphonies! I never want
to listen to them again!" Does a
conscientious teacher of literature ever exhaust Shakespeare's
Hamlet, Goethe's Faust, Homer's
Iliad, Plato's Phaedo, St. Paul's
Epistle to the Romans, the
Gospel According to St. John,
and other masterpieces? Does a
~incere searcher ever fail to discover something new in such
works-something new for himself and something new for his
students? One grows weary of
those who deny the inexhaustibility of a masterwork. Does a
conscientious and knowledgehungry conductor ever finish
studying Beethoven's Fifth, Schubert's Unfinished, Bach's St.
Matthew Passion, Handel's Messiah, Mozart's jupiter Symphony,
Brahms's Variations on a Theme
by Haydn, Bruckner's Symphony
No. 7, Wagner's Ring, Richard
Strauss's E l e k t r a, Prokofieff's
Symphony No. 5? No-not if he
actually is conscientious and
knowledge-hungry.

Recently I read some wisdomladen words which James Gib- ""
bons Huneker-who belongs to
American literature as well as to
American music criticism-wrote
about the late Richard Strauss.
This is what Huneker said:
As the great narrator in modern
prose is Gustave Flaubert, so Richard
Strauss is the greatest musical narrator. . . . In his gallery of psychological portraiture Strauss becomes a sort
of musical Dostoevsky. He divines
Maeterlinck-like the secret tragedy of
existence and paints with delicacy,
with great barbaric masses, in colors
that glow, poetic and legendary
figures.

1-
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I must keep Huneker's words f
in mind whenever I listen to
Strauss's Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche, Don juan, Ein Heldenleben, Salome, Also sprach
Zarathustra, and other compositions from his magic-working
.. J
pen.

* * *
before writing

Shortly
this
column I heard Gian-Carlo
Menotti's Amah! and the Night
Visitors again. The well-knit performance was completely delightful. It made me realize once
more with special vividness that
Amah[ is a deftly constructed
little opera-an opera based on
a charming story. Menotti's
music, it seems to me, could not
stand on its own feet. Yet it is
so masterfully fused with the
tale of the poor crippled boy,
the anxious mother, and the

r-
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three kings that one must admire
wholeheartedly the resourcefulness of the gifted composer who
brought it into being. The most
of Amahl-like Georges Bizet's
Carmen) for example, and Gaetano Donizetti's The Elixir of
Love-represents an almost perfect blending of libretto and
music. Menotti's little stage work
has worn exceedingly well since
its TV premiere on Christmas
Eve, 1951. In Amahl heart-rending pathos rubs elbows, so to
speak, with subtly conceived
drollery. But I dare not forget
that neither the music nor the
libretto of Amahl is entirely
without occasional lapses into
banality.

* * *
Who among musicians - or
should I use the German word
M usikanten-should be banished
to some desert island to do penance in sackcloth and ashes for
about ten or fifteen years?
If I were vindictive- which I
am not-and if I thought that
such a measure would do any
good whatever, I would vote for
meting out punishment of this
kind to those conductors of orchestras and choirs who appear
on stages, in churches, on TV,
or in the movies and try to make
a wonderful impression by using
supposedly beautiful, me tic u-

lously rounded, and painstakingly rehearsed gestures and directions in an effort to show that
such abominable antics reveal
true musicianship. Such conductors of orchestras and choirs pay
so much vainglorious attention
to what they look upon as their
own marvelous physical grace
that they mercilessly and unscrupulously consign to outer
darkness three all-important elements of music-rhythm, tempo,
and proper accentuation.
On second t h o u g h t, such
charlatans should not be banished to a desert island but to a
strictly conducted s c h o o 1 in
which, on penalty of forty lashes
less one, they would be required
to learn in six months, let us say,
how to count one-two-three and,
in an additional six months,
how to count one-two-three-four.
What about five-sixths time?
Well, that, I believe, would be
hopeless.
I sometimes conclude that
music is the most patient and
long-suffering of all the arts.

* * *
The other day I read an excellent essay on the late Wilhelm
Furtwaengler, one of the greatest conductors of our day - an
essay written from Berne, Switzerland, by Henry Pleasants for
the New York Times. Among
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other things Pleasants said about
f'urtwaengler:

Recent Recordings
Concerto in
E Major and Concerto in A Minor.
Jascha Heifetz, violin, with the Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Orchestra
under Alfred Wallenstein. -Beautiful performances of two imperishable masterpieces. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1818.

JoHANN SEBASTIAN BAcH.

His beat was indistinct and his
gestures rather clumsy and ungainly,
as, indeed, was his whole physical
composition. He communicated rather
by the force of conviction and personality.

This reminded me vividly of
what a former concertmaster of
the famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra had told me a few
weeks b e fore Furtwaengler's
death. "Furtwaengler," said my
friend, "was rehearsing Richard
Strauss's Don Juan. He indicated
-so he thought-when the orchestra should begin. But the response was by no means prompt
and clear. Furtwaengler tried
again. The result was the same.
Then I told him, "I can't follow
your beat.' The great conductor
-and he was great in many ways
-said, 'That's all right. Just begin, and I'll come in with you.'
We did so, and everything went
well. Yes, Furtwaengler's beat
was indistinct. Many conductors
have a far better command of
the technical aspects of conducting than he had. But Furtwaengler was a great conductor in spite
of the indistinctness of his beat.
Naturally, an orchestra made up
of inexperienced players would
have been helpless. But in the
case of the Vienna Philharmonic
-well, that was different."

Luowro VAN BEETHOVEN. Symphony
No. 6, in F Major, Op. 68 ("Pastoral"). Members of the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Leopold
Stokowski. -A tonally resplendent
performance of this fine work-a
work which was inspired by Beethoven's ardent interest in nature.
Since in the second movement
(Scene at the Brook) the composer
suggests the songs of the nightingale, the cuckoo, and the quail and,
later on, gives a vivid suggestion of
the sound of thunder, Stokowski has
included on the disc actual recordings of the songs of these three
birds and an actual recording of
thunder. You hear these recordings
after the symphony has been played.
Then Stokowski combines the recorded sounds with what Beethoven
wrote. The result is fascinating in
the highest degree. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1830.
BRAHMS. Concerto No. 1,
for Piano and Orchestra, in D
Minor, Op. 15. Artur Rubinstein,
piano, with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra under Fritz Reiner. Rubinstein, mighty poet of the
piano, gives a heart-stirring reading
of this magnificent masterpiece. The
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recording is superb. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1831.

quainted with this work. 33 1/3
rpm. Columbia ML-4959.

GroACCHINO RossiNI. La Boutique
Fantasque, arranged by Ottorino
Respighi. The Philharmonia Orchestra of London under Robert
Irving. FELIX M E N o E L s s o H NBARTHOLDY. Spinning Song and
Spring Song, from Songs Without
Words. CHARLES GoUNOD. Mors et
Vita: Judex. LEo DELIBES. Intermezzo from Nail a. The same orchestra under Nicolai Maiko. Rossini's delightful ballet and the
other compositions are played with
admirable ability. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA
Victor LBC-1080.

RICHARD STRAUSS. Ein Heldenleben
(A Hero's Life}. The Philadelphia
Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy.
Violin solo: Jacob Krachmalnick.This is a truly magnificent performance of Strauss's autobiographical symphonic poem. 33 l/3 rpm.
Columbia ML-4887.

WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Concerto No . 3, in G Major, for Violin
and Orchestra (K. 216) and Concerto No . 4, in D Major, for Violin
and Orchestra (K. 218). Arthur
Grumiaux, violin, with the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra under Bernhard Paumgartner. - Crystalline
and completely pertinent Mozartplaying by a master of the violin.
33 1/3 rpm. Epic LC-3060.

HowARD HANSON. Symphony No. 1,
in E Minor, Op. 21 ("Nordic"}.
ELIE S IE G M E I s T E R. Ozark Set
(Morning in the Hills, Camp Meeting, La<;y Afternoo·n, S a t u r d a y
Night).

..
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DIMITRI SHOSTAKOVITCH. Symphony
No. 10, in E Minor, Op. 93. The
Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra
of New York under Dimitri Mitropoulos. - In this thought-provoking
and masterfully scored composition,
which Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra presented for the first time in America
last October, Shostakovitch has
striven, as he himself puts it, to express the "thoughts and aspirations
of our contemporaries." Every student of music should become ac-

MAURICE RAVEL. Bolero and La Valse.
The Philadelphia Orchestra under
Eugene Ormandy. -Breath-takingly
brilliant playing of. two magically
scored works for orchestra. 33 1/3
rpm. Columbia AL-51.

CHARLES SKILTON. Deer Dance and
War Dance, from Suite Primeval.
The Philharmonia Orchestra of
Hamburg under Hans-Juergen Walther. -Excellent performances of
fine American music. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E3141.
EovARD HAGERUP GRIEG. Sonata for
Piano, in E Minor, Op. 7. Ballade
in the Form of Variations on a
Norwegian Folk Song, Op. 24.
Menahem Pressler, pianist. -Artistry of a high order. In my opinion,
the Ballade-based on the folk song
I Know Many a Pretty Song from
Foreign Lands-is Grieg's finest
composition for piano. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E3057.
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CONCERT FAVORITES TRANSCRIBED FOR

Saber Dance, by
Aram Khatchaturian; Night on Bald
Mountain, by Modeste Moussorgsky;
Flight of the Bumble Bee, by Nicolas Rimsky-Korsakoff; Dream Pamtomime, from Haensel und Gretel,
by Engelbert Humperdinck; Winter
Scene and Pas de Deux, from The
Nutcracker, by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky; The Great Gate at Kiev,
FouR

PIANOS .

from Pictures at an Exhibition, by
Moussorgsky; Ride of the Valkyries,
by Richard Wagner. The Manhattan Piano Quartet (Lawrence Krueger, William Blankfort, Alexander
Dickstein, Marga Richter). - I f
you like four-piano recitals, this fine
disc is your meat. Minnesota-born
Marga Richter made the admirable
transcriptions from the orchestral
scores. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M E3130.

"The Christian's unremitting opposltlon to the theoretical
and practical aspects of Communism implies also his critique of
those conditions and those thought-patterns which foster it....
His oppos1t10n is therefore persistent, consistent, and allembracing.... The Christian needs to take care, however, that
he does not identify himself with everything that Communism
opposes."
-Lester De Koster on Communism in The Reformed Journal

..

..
•

THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned reviews are by the Editors
curring emphasis on outstanding success, a Ia Hollywood, seems to neglect
the many "average" lives given to
Christ among the youth of today.
Only careful relating of the story
"punch" to the Spirit's power will
keep the book from earning the subtitle "Operation Bootstrap" for its
stress on self-help.

Religion
"Vo ices of the Passion-Meditations
for the Lenten and Easter Season"-by
0. P. Kretzmann and A. C. Oldsen,
was first published in 1944 and has,
for some time, been out of print. The
Augsburg Publishing House of Minneapolis has ·now reprinted these meditations and they are available at $2 .00.
Both the writers and the meditations
are so well known that they need no
comment from the CRESSET.

Significant contribution of
the
author here, as in the other volumes of
the series, is the welcome reminder
that youth wants meaningful worship
experiences, and that careful planning
is essential to meet this need.
ELMER N. WITT

~

WORSHIP SERVICES FOR TEEN-AGERS

By Alice A. Bays (Abingdon, $3.00)
This is the seventh in a series of
books by Mrs. Bays, designed to
"show young people how to live
courageously and constructively in the
light of the Christian faith." Contents
are divided into a section of twentyseven "services" for seniors and older
youth and one of ten for "intermediates" (junior high school age) .
Each service includes thoughtful selections and suggestions for a call to
worship, hymns, prayers, and Scripture. The worship experience centers,
however, on a story "dealing with
choices young people make," with
subjects varied from events in the lives
of Saint Paul to Amelia Earhart.

ETERNAL HOPE

By Emil Brunner, translated by
Harold Knight (Westminster, $3.50)
The Evanston meeting of 1954
sought to focus its ecumenical conversations about the topic of the
Christian hope. Does Christ mean a
new life for this present age? for an
age to come beyond grave and this
world? or, in some difficult and possibly chiefly mental way, for both?
Emil Brunner, one of the chief European influences upon American theology in the last decades, belonged to
the group preparing for the Evanston
meeting. He arranged the schedule of
preparation of his magnum opus on
Christian doctrine so that the subject
of eschatology would receive priority.

A Methodist atmosphere and Horatio Alger flavor will limit the usefulness of the services for many. Re-
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This work has unusual poignance,
even for Brunner, for it was written
out of the sense of loss of his own son.
Critics regard this small volume as
the apex of Brunner's method and
skill. It quotes extensively from his
previous works and proposes to speak
from his own system of thought.
Some of the accents are dramatized
by collision with contemporary theologians. Thus Brunner maintains the
creatureliness of time, the complete
yielding of the present order to something future and unimaginable, in
contrast to Cullmann. He acknowledges the merits of Bultmann in making the Bible relevant for the past and
the present, but reproaches him for
leaving it useless for the future. Brunner operates with an overtly Biblical
method. He seeks to accord full significance to faith in the resurrection
of Jesus Christ for the believer's
eternal life. He accents the "corporeality" of the Christian's life beyond
the grave, and death as the transition
to that state. He has a glowing paragraph on the personal dignity of the
human being as consisting in "the
merciless clearness with which it is
recognized that there is no such thing
as personal dignity" and the consequent importance for the Christian of
his humble hope in the life everlasting.
R. R . CAEMMERER, SR.
THE EXCELLENCE OF OUR CALLING:
AN ABRIDGMENT OF PHILLIPS
BROOKS' LETTERS ON PREACHING

tion of the Lyman Beecher lectures on
preaching delivered at Yale University by the pastor of Boston's Trinity
Church. An introduction by the editor
and two selected sermons by Brooks
illustrating his pulpit work comprise
the rest of the book. The first lecture
asserts Brooks' oft-quoted analysis of
preaching as the communication of
truth through personality. The other
lectures develop these two elements.
Most of the lectures will not present
material new to the reader familiar
with other works in the field. This
series by one of America's foremost
preachers of the past has become fodder for writers of books on preaching
who have utilized most of its best
ideas. Although delivered in an age
when rhetoric and preaching tended
to be more effusive and patient than
today's more concise speech habits permit, the book speaks remarkably to today's pulpit and its demands. Particularly valuable to the reader is the effect gained from reading the appended
sermons by Brooks.
Like most books on preaching this
one dips deep underneath the sermon
to touch the total ministry and life of
the man of the pulpit and might
promise help to the preacher who is
interested in reviewing his own ministry and personality in their relation
to his pulpit work.
WILLIAM

BACKUS

PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY

By Thomas F. Chilcote, Jr. (Dutton,
$2.75)

By John Dillenberger and Claude
Welch (Scribner's, $4.50)

The work of Dr. Chilcote consists
primarily in abridging the 1877 edi-

John Dillenberger and Claude
Welch of the Divinity Schools of Har-

•
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vard and Yale, respectively, have attempted to expound the nature and
genius of Protestantism in the light of
the historical development of its
theology. Their work stems from a request of the Committee on Projects
and Research of the National Council on Religion in Higher Education:
the Committee wished a book on
Protestantism usable for courses in religion on the college level. The manuscript profited from the criticism of
authorities connected with the Committee and the Society for Theological
Discussion. The circumspectness of
treatment may thus derive from a
communal as well as an able dual
authorship.
The study proceeds from the theology of Luther and Calvin through
other Reformation patterns, through
Pietism, the Enlightenment, Liberalism, the Social Gospel, the Ecumenical Movement, to a summary chapter
on "What is Protestantism?" The
style is forceful and to the point;
German and Latin expression appear
in translation, and where technical
terms have necessarily been used they
are always explained.
The primary question of this reviewer relates to the purpose and employment of the volume rather than to
its propositions, which are on the
whole accurately and illuminatingly
stated. Presumably Protestant Christianity is projected as a text for some
sort of college course like "The Nature of Protestantism." But what will
be the purpose of the program? To
improve understanding of the entire
Protestant venture? To redirect devotion from a limited and inadequate
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sectarian perspective to the extensive
and inclusive four-hundred-year Protestant experiment? Or will it be more
accurately, to replace outmoded denominational loyalties with a central,
ecumenical loyalty? One suspects that
in many instances the second and third
alternatives will be employed. Thus in
place of a devotion to the Una Sancta
and in a certain opposition to the
Roman Catholic Church
another
vague and inadequate sectarianism
will be promoted. Thus Christians of
the Lutheran and Anglican Communions, which form several great
mainstreams of Protestant Christianity but have more in common with
their Roman Catholic brethren than
with their Congregational, Church of
Christ, or Pentecostal brothers, would
be expected to understand Church
history and theological issues in relation to a strictly Protestant community of the faithful and the suggested central elements of the Protestant perspective. Perhaps one must admit that a Lutheran, with all his conviction of identity with Protestant developments, can never be so Protestant as to define himself in disregard
of or without constant reference to the
first fifteen centuries of Church history, nor can he exclude his continued,
vital relationship to his Roman Catholic neighbor or relegate consideration
of this other ecumenical challenge to
footnotes. One might add that too
l'igid an interpretation of Roman
Catholicism 1s adopted, one determined by official pronouncements and
ignoring the significant aspect of the
living organism of ecclesiastical !ife.
However, on one of these reference~,
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involving the Mosaic authorship of
the Pentateuch, Roman C at hoI i c
scholars are not "still bound by the decisions of the Biblical Commission as
noted above," p . 196n. Since the
open letter of Pere Voste, 0. P., late
secretary of the Biblical Commission,
to Cardinal Suhard, late Archbishop
of Paris, on January 16, 1948, a more
liberal interpretation is permitted regarding the literary forms of the Pentateuch. Moreover, it is not altogether
accurate to state that Roman Catholic
Modernism "after 1910 ceased to be
a live issue." p . 226n. As Friedrich
Heiler points out in Der Katholizismus, pp. 652-53, Modernism continued to exercise its influence, not in
the terms of its previous development
or its papal condemnation, but in renewed forms.

20 STEWARDSHIP SERMONS
By Pastors of the Evangelical Lutheran Church (Augsburg, $3.00 )
Twenty ministers of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church contributed as many
sermons to this volume. Many of the
sermons are altogether devoted to the
subject of the stewardship of money,
and almost all touch on this subject.
However, others deal with stewardship
of prayer, of time, of job, of physical
and mental powers. The sermons are
of unequal homiletical quality. Some
of the sermons might qualify rather as
addresses or lectures, and perhaps
they are intended to be such.
The book is a valuable addition to
the growing literature in the Lutheran
Church on Christian stewardship. For,
as a prominent churchman of another
denomination has put it: "The re-

sponsibility of good stewardship is always to be pressed on Christians, for
wastefulness and self-indulgence are
sins of serious proportions. The devil
always inhabits wastefulness." Certainly, no one can read this book without becoming more conscious of the
responsibilities of the Christian life.
A wealth of ideas are to be found in
this book, and as a source book of
evangelical stewardship 20 Stewardship
Sermons should be gratefully received
alike by clergy and laity. One might
wish that sometimes the material were
presented more persuasively and more
eloquently. Many of the sermons suffer from a Jack of being truly personal, and that could be a serious defect in so urgent a subject as stewardship.
Tithing receives considerable noti ce as a sound stewardship practice.
Whether you agree with urging the
tith e as a matter of conscience or not,
few will disagree with the principle
expressed in one of the sermons that
" the practice of tithing permits the
merging of the initial impulse of gratitude with the resulting sense of responsibility."
K E NNETH

R.

ScHUELER

YOUTH AND THE CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY
By Rowena Ferguson (Abingdon,
$1.25 )
R o w e n a Ferguson, experi enced
writer about youth, adds a stimul ating
overview of the role of Christian
youth in the contemporary scene. On
the basis of the opening chapters,
" Youth," "Youth Behavior," and
"Youth Development," she incisively
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discusses "Youth and Society," and
"The Church and This Generation."
While skirting a direct enunciation
of the Atonement as motivation for
youth's life in Christ, the author
stresses five "minimum expectations"
youth may have from the Christian
community (here used to identify the
..( church) :

•

-.

1. Adult Friendship and Support
2. Responsible Membership

--t-

3. Opportunity for Conformity and
Rebellion
Program Suited to Levels of Development
5. Concern for All Youth.
The book is simply done, easily
read, and will be especially provocative in those places where youth has
not yet found its place as "first-rate"
members of the Kingdom.
ELMER N. WITT

•
""

SIGNS AND SYMBOLS IN
CHRISTIAN ART

By George Ferguson (Oxford, $10)
George Ferguson is rector of St.
Philip's in the Hills Episcopal Parish
of Tucson, Arizona. Through the as" sistance of the Kress Foundation, the
cooperation of the National Gallery of
Art and the artists who executed the
marginal drawings, and the resources
of the Oxford University Press he has
produced a work of the finest artistic
and literary merit. It will be valued,
~ particularly in the liturgical Churches,
~
both as a reference volume in Christian symbolism and in its own right
~
as a superb collection of Renaissance
paintings.
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Although t h e jacket statement
"There is no comparable guide in
English to the profoundly beautiful
symbolism of Christian art" does less
than justice to F. R. Webber's stillclassic Church. Symbolism, Ferguson's
work has the specialized function of
centering about the religious art of
the Renaissance. Such a concentration
enhances the reference value of the
book, yet some mention might have
been made to the weakening of symbolic forms and. actions by this late
date in contrast to the actual representation of the original in ancient
Christianity and Eastern iconography.
Rather than "crystallize and order
Christian symbolism" one can maintain that Renaissance artists further
loosened the connection of signs and
symbols to their inner reality and presented them as important for their
own sake.
However, this consideration does
not detract from the enjoyment or
usefulness of a most welcome work of
art. The full-page reproductions in
both color and black and white are
of the highest quality; the test is
Scriptural and traditional. The work
should have the effect of making an
inescapable language of the Church
just a little more understandable to
thousands of our contemporaries.
THE CATHOLICITY OF
PROTESTANTISM

Edited by R. Newton Flew and
Rupert E. Davies (Muhlenberg,
$1.75)

The Catholicity of Protestantism is
a summary of evangelical Christian
theology written by thirteen English
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Free Churchmen in response to requests by the Archbishop of Canterbury to the "Catholic" and "Evangelical" wings of the Church of England
and to the Free Churches for statements concerning the causes and
remedies for the conflict between
Catholic and Protestant traditions. It
is in large measure a reply and rebuttal to the Anglo-Catholic statement, Catholicity, published in 1947.
But it is more than a collection of
quibbles. It is, in the true protestant
spirit, a testifying for the Protestant
understanding of basic Christian doctrines. The Free Churchmen assume
that the authors of Catholicity and
others need a brief exposition of the
nature, history, and extent of Protestantism. This is followed by a short
explanation of what the common faith
of Protestants really is. Most Protestants will be pleasantly surprised to
learn how widespread are the areas in
which they are in genuine agreement
among themselves. The remaining
chapters are devoted to specific doctrines: "The Creation of Man and
his Fall," "The Theology of the
Natural," "Justification and Sanctification," "The Church, the Ministry,
and the Sacraments," and "The Doctrine of Authority." An appendix is
added which deals with the doctrine
of Predestination and Luther's translation of Romans 3: 28, "Faith alone
justifies us ... "
This little volume focuses attention
on two facts of vital importance for
The Church and the churches. First,
Protestant Christians have not yet
succeeded in "getting through" to
Roman Catholic, Orthodox Catholic,
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or Anglo-Catholic Christians. If instructors in church-related colleges are
occasionally concerned about students'
misunderstanding
of
Protestantism,
what a shaking of heads there ought to
be at the lack of understanding shown
by supposedly learned high churchmen. This volume ought to correct
much of the misunderstanding of
Protestantism. Secondly, Protestants
of every hue and tint are still primarily dependent upon the basic insights and emphases of the theology
of Martin Luther and John Calvin.
Here is a healthy dose of the Reformers' theology in a small bottle.
PAUL 0. WHITTLE

OLD TESTAMENT IN
MODERN RESEARCH
By Herbert H. Hahn (Muhlenberg,
$4.00)

This is an eminently readable and
accurate historical survey of Old Testament scholarship during the past
hundred years. Starting with that
prodigious offspring of the rationalIstic movement, historical criticism,
Dr. Hahn traces successively the valuable methods and insights brought to
Old Testament study by the anthropological, religio-historical, form critical, and archeological schools of
study. His writing exhibits a sympathetic understanding and a breadth of
knowledge. Significant works in each
area are evaluated with fair emphasis
upon their contributions and their inadequacies. In most cases these judgments are based upon the testimony
of historical advance-new understanding and deeper insight arising
from discoveries of . hitherto unknown

•
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facts-rather than the author's predisposition.

The culmination of these "scientific" approaches, Dr. Hahn contends, is the recent theological emphasis in Old Testament interpretation.
Here one must question the
adequacy of his treatment. It is too
simple to assume that the modern
emphasis on religious content rather
than historical and literary background has resolved the problems
-'1posed by liberal biblical scholars. To
be sure, the "objective" approach has
been shown to have definite inadequacies. There is a significant difference between facts and the universally valid truths of the Bible which
so truly interpret the experience of
the modern man of unreason. It is incorrect to assume, however, as I
think the author does, that historical
criticism has been judged, condemned
f' and abandoned. On the contrary, the
inchoate foundations laid by the historical critics expanded and altered
by the findings in the other disciplines
surveyed in the book constitute the
framework of contemporary 0 I d
Testament research. It is well, there<1 fore, in reading the last chapter, "The
Theological Approach to the Old
Testament," to remember that a great
many Old Testament scholars would
resent the nomen, "neo-orthodox ;"
nor would they desire to be identified
with the achievements of the men
~ whose works are delineated in this
chapter. There are men who are concerned with the tension between the
"scientific" and the devotional approach to the Bible, but they are unwilling to completely disregard the

f.

1esults of more than one hundred
years of critical scholarship as do
some modern scholars. They are still
searching for a fruitful combination
of the two poles.
One other shortcoming of the book
is omission of an account of the
valuable results in the area of textual
criticism. No general treatment of
Old Testament research could be considered complete without this.
GUIDE TO CHRISTIAN LIVING

By Otto W.

Heick

(Muhlenberg,

$3.00)
Dr. Heick is professor of ethics at
Waterloo College and at the Lutheran
Seminary of Canada, both located in
Waterloo, Ontario. He is the author
of The Theology of the Middle Ages,
The Theology of Great Britain and
America, and, with J. L. Neve, A
History ·of Christian Thought.
The book is a Christian approach
to the study of ethics from the Lutheran viewpoint. In the Foreword the
author expresses his appreciation for
help received from many friends including Dr. Bernard J. Holm, Dr. 0.
P. Kretzmann, President of Valparaiso
University, and the late Dr. F. K.
Krueger. The volume is designed to
be a brief exposition of the Christian
way of life.
Dr. Heick correctly emphasizes the
basic principle in the study of Christian ethics: "To keep the Law of the
Gospel in the right relationship is indeed a main concern of a genuine
evangelical piety."
The book is divided into five parts:
Part one, Approach to Ethics; part
two, Basic Truths; part three, The
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Christian and His God; part four, The
Christian's Personal Life; part five,
The Christian in the World.
This popular textbook of Christian
ethics covers a great variety of topics :
Euthanasia, abortion, sterilization,
birth control, sex, marriage, divorce,
prostitution, capital punishment, self
confidence, the race question, lodges
and secret orders, the place of women
in the church, and many others.
While we do not agree with every
solution of ethical problems suggested
by the author we heartily recommend
this book as a sane approach to the
study of Christian ethics.
CARL ALBERT GIESELER

MODERN CHRISTIAN MOVEMENTS
By John T. McNeill (Westminster,
$3.50)
Most American Christians will find
themselves struck by the material of
this slender but competent volume. It
employs the professional historian' s
device of viewing practical Christianity in terms of "movements" or offshoots of central Christian affirmations and organisms, and singles out
six of them, English Puritanism, German Pietism, the Evangelical Movement, Tractarianism an d AngloCatholicism, the Ecumenical Movement, and modern Roman Catholicism. Thereby Professor McNeill makes
it possible for his reader to view more
intelligently many of the great religious figures of our time, but moreto view himself and the heritage,
sometimes quite complex, from which
he has sprung. No single volume in
this reviewer's knowledge offers within one cover so objective and sympa-

thetic a summary, for example, of the
forces producing and shaping the ,.
average Protestant in midwest America today: Puritanism, Pietism, Evangelicalism, and Ecumenicalism. It is
always interesting to watch a historian
simultaneously compress data yet
conserve basic detail and interest in
his story. Something has to remain ,.
unsaid, and each reader will want
something else fill ed out; this reviewer
sensed this reaction particularly in
reading the chapter on Roman Catho- -"(
licism. Yet every reader, whether approaching the level of the professional
in history or simply a healthily curious
layman, will be grateful for this study,
and the good historical meekness
which it will engender.

R. R.

CAEMMERER, SR.

THE APOSTLE PAUL,
HIS MESSAGE AND DOCTRINE
By Olaf Moe (Augsburg, $4.75)
This volume grew out of the lee- ..
tures of the author at the Indepen,_
dent Theological Seminary in Oslo.
It is his second book on Paul. While
•
the book was intended primarily for
theological students, the author says
he also kept the non-technical reader
in mind, hence the heavy scientific
ballast is dropped and the references
to the Greek are limited to the most
necessary. The majority of the titles
in the bibliography are German, because there is no comparable material
available in English.
The opening pages give a bird's-eye
view of the recent research on Paul.
I n Part One the author outlines the
Gospel of Paul, the ker ygma, the
Christian message ("Elementary · In-

•
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,.. struction,, Moe calls it), as presented
to the congregations and catechumens.
Part Two (63-487) is the detailed exposition of Paul's thought (Advanced
Instruction), with many related questions; e.g. under the paragraph "The
Christian Freedom from the Law"
Moe brings out the distinctive impli-1 cations in the Jewish setting and the
Gentile world; or, he shows the back--r
ground of Jewish messianic hopes
against which Paul's view of Christ is
placed. Here a number of NT scholars
~ ,.., have held that Paul's Christology does
not h~rmonize with the Gospels' pic• ture of Jesus. Then, Moe says, "the
question of the ongm of Paul's
~
Christology becomes the great problem in the history of religion" ( 227),
~ and he gives a very sober study of the
problem. - Every traditional topic of
a textbook of NT Theology is listed
~ by the author in the table of contents.
The book is a quiet, factual presen..j tation of the "Message and Doctrine"
of the great teacher of the Church.
--<
While the knowing reader can detect
under the surface the antitheses, the
author's simple purpose is to bring
Paul's thought closer to the modern
Christian, and in this he succeeds ad'* mirably. There is a need for books like
this.
MARTIN RosE

.

WHAT SHALL I SAY?

By Arnold Obermeier

(Concordia,

$2.25)
This book is a collection of twentyone non-pulpit addresses by a Colorado Lutheran pastor. The various occasions for their delivery include
P.T.A. meetings, High School Re-

ligious Emphasis Week
assembly,
Walther League rallies, FHA camps,
parochial and public school commencements.
The messages are lively and to the
point. Pastor Obermeier's use of illustrations betrays considerable craft
in the mechanics of public speaking.
With one possible exception (viz;., the
public school commencement)
he
leads his audiences to the act of God's
atonement in Jesus Christ, and spells
out the significance of this atonement
for faith and life. Admittedly, a
Christian clergyman has no other
commodity than this to promote. But
to carry out this task before such
mixed audiences and still to hold interest and to hit the mark is no simple
assignment. Yet Pastor Obermeier accomplishes the job. Well done!
EDWARD SCHROEDER

WHEN GOD WAS MAN

By J. B. Phillips (Abingdon, $1.00)
"I would very earnestly ask you,''
writes Mr. Phillips in the first chapter of this little (sixty-two-page)
book, "to check your conception of
Christ, the image of him which as a
Christian you hold in your mind, with
the actual revealed Person who can
be seen and studied in the pages of
the Gospel." The rest of the book is
an attempt to do just that: to cut
through some of the maudlin sentimentality which has been so effective
in obscuring the real person, message,
and work of the Savior.
The picture that emerges is one
which classical Christianity has always
attempted to present, not always as
skillfully or as winsomely as Mr. Phil-
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lips does. The man Christ Jesus is
clearly set forth as the only-begotten
Son of the Father, begotten, not made,
Whose words were and are the words
of life, both for the bodies which He
healed and for the souls which He
saved.
Mr. Phillips is particularly insistent
on the point that our Lord did not
preach a gospel of mere altruism or
other-worldly optimism. He emphasizes that our Lord meant His teachings to apply to our everyday lives as
lived on this earth among fellow human beings. And he warns that among
us, as among the people of our Lord's
day, these teachings often meet
greatest resistance among the "good"
and "respectable" and "religious"
people who "prefer the half-light because their deeds are a compromise."
This is an excellent book for Lenten
reading. It makes one realize afresh
that being a Christian is a lifetime
job and that the most comforting
message in heaven or on earth is the
good news of the forgiveness of sins.

.

of a definite historical situation" p.
60, but he adds certain cautions. Not
every prophecy can be traced to a
historic situation. The prophets often
spoke in poetry, in language which
must not be taken too literally ( cf.
p. 54). It is not necessarily the greatest event of which we know most,
which may actually have given birth
to a prophecy. Above all, Isaiah was
a true prophet, writing by inspiration.
r
Robinson holds that the prophecies
are topically and chronologically edit- _,
ed, but that the chief editor was _....
Isaiah himself.
Not a commentary, but a concise
framework of history on the basis of
which Isaiah can be intelligently read,
the book is useful for Bible classes as
well as for private study. Critical difficulties will never be solved to the
satisfaction of all. But the assurance
is refreshing, that he who still believes in the unity of Isaiah, as well
as in its prophetic and Messianic
character, is not necessarily as naive
as some might regard him.
PAUL G. BRETSCHER

THE BOOK OF ISAIAH

By George
$2.50)

L.

Robinson

(Baker,

"Isaiah . . . was the prophet of
universal redemption by faith . . . unquestionably the most imposing figure
of his age . . . His style marks the
climax of Hebrew literary art" p. 2122.
After forty-four years Robinson still
holds that "to deny the unity of the
Book of Isaiah . . . creates more difficulties than it explains" p. 17. He
operates with the axiom of criticism,
- that " a prophet always spoke out

THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Edited by ]. Richard Spann (Abingdon, $2.75)
The editor of this symposium of
fifteen essays boldly states its thesis,
"that Christian salvation also includes
the social order; that the Christian
Church is responsible for the social
conditions and must provide redemptive measures for society." As
such it is a restatement of the old
Social Gospel; however, such revolutionary changes have occurred within

~
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both theology and society during the
past forty years that resemblances, not
to speak of paternity, are hardly discernible. Still, in the opening essays
on "Rights, Freedom, and Responsibilities" and "New Testament Sources"
one does not find rights firmly
grounded in the forgiveness of sins or
motivation rooted in and springing
from the faith relationship. In later
chapters one finds a mixture of categories-idealistic, p r a c t i c a I, social
evangelistic-from which criticism is
made.
One should emphasize, however,
that the sociological, economic, and
political data sifted through the full
personal experiences of many of the
contributors provide an invaluable
store of information on a dozen topics.
The problematics of the family in an
industrial society are sharply delineated by Donald Maynard. Haroutunian's
essay on the "Person in the Community" is a forceful presentation of
the meaning of God's grace and man's
obedience in the primary fellowship
of the Church. Christian vocation as
presented by Cameron Hall is considered in terms of the depersonalization and distance from his product
which paralyze our modern craftsmen.
So, too, though one might disagree
with Bainton's circumspect treatment
of the pacifist stand, Stokes' total
separation of Church and State, and
Van Kirk's too-precipitate insistence
on world-government in contrast with
a community of nations left incompletely examined, the relevant data for
their conclusions is extensive and
very nearly indisputable. We shall be
happy for the more socially-responsi-
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ble Christians who should be forme d
by a stud y of this symposium.
GOD AND SPACE-TIME:
DEITY IN THE PHILOSOPHY
OF SAMUEL ALEXANDER

By Alfred P. Stiernotte (Philosophical Library, $3.00)
The history of Western thought
presents us with many attempts to
describe the nature of God and the
world to which He somehow relates
Himself. Dr. Stiernotte's book is a
critical analysis of an important work
in this tradition, Samuel Alexander's
Space, Time, and Deity, first p ublished in 1920. Alexander is one of
several important members of the
school of process philosophers, who
attempt to describe God and the
world in terms which express the
character of ch·a nge, movement, and
improvement. This school claims such
outstanding members as Henri Bergson, author of Creative Evolution, and
Alfred North Whitehead, author of
Process and Reality, among others. I n
Alexander's work the word "deity"
means "nisus in space-time," a creative-process potentially greater in
the future . God grows and is, reflexively, the cause of this growth.
The attempt to describe God in
such terms may have value, for the
recasting of the traditional conceptions of God often casts light upon important features of God's nature,
somewhat obscure in older conceptions.
It is important to notice, as few have
in the past, God's immanent creative
activity in the world. But all of this
is not done without some loss, and a
loss which might be tragic. T he terms
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chosen by this school are less than
human; and the great Medievals
would have contended that if God is
to be known in human language, he
ought to be described in those terms
by which his highest creature, man, is
known.
DoNALD MEYER

FICTION
TACTICAL EXERCISE

By Evelyn Waugh (Little, Brown,
$3.75)
This is a collection of Evelyn
Waugh's shorter works written over
the last twenty years. Any good author
publishing steadily over this period of
time is likely to produce some material
that is excellent and some that is not
so good. Waugh is no exception, as
these selections show, but even when
he is not so -good, Waugh is interesting.
Most of these stories were written
prior to World War II, and those immediately pre-war-the bitter "Winner Take All," the humorous "An
Englishman's Home," and the perceptive "Work Suspended"-present one
of the most complete and telling descriptions of English life and manners
in the 30's ever to be written. The
post-war stories, "Tactical Exercise"
and "Love Among the Ruins," are
less ironic and more compassionate,
and they are of high calibre. In
general this is a fine collection of
amusing satire, very interesting and
intelligently written.
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MR. MAUGHAM HIMSELF

Selected by John Beecroft (Doubleday, $5.95)

~~I

W. Somerset Maugham has firmly
established himself in the literary life
of England and the United States.
Whatever may be the final literary
~
judgment of Mr. Maugham, the fact
I
remains that he has demonstrated 'r
again and again a great technical
I
ability as a writer. In this current
anthology, Mr. Beecroft has selected,
from all of Maugham's writing, those
sections that seem most to tell some- '"' ~
thing about the man himself. It is not
surprising, therefore, that he should •
have included Of Human Bondage
and The Summing Up. In addition,
four short pieces are included: "Some J..
Novelists I Have Known," "Mr. Harrington's Washing," "The Book Bag,"
and "El Greco." There is also a
4
short excerpt from A Writer's Notebook.

fl
+'

GENERAL
RAFT OF DESPAIR

By Ensio Tiira (Dutton, $3.00)
Two members of the French Foreign
Legion, on a troop ship ·bound for the
war in Indo China, jumped overboard one night as the ship approached the Straits of Malacca, and, ~
with the aid of a small raft, attempted to reach Sumatra, a few ~
miles distant, and freedom. Thirtytwo days later the lone survivor was
picked up by a British freighter in the )Indian Ocean, 600 miles from the
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• point where the raft had started its

unsuccessful trip.
This is the survivor's story of those
thirty-two days. It is a tale of almost
unbelievable hardships brought on by
•
thirst, hunger, weather, and the at• tacks of sharks. It is a story of frustration and horror. But, best of all, it is
..J a
well-written account of extreme
human courage and the will to survive.
EIGHT ESSAYS

By Edmund
$0.85)

Wilson

(Doubleday,

Selected by the author himself,
these expository essays illustrate the
wide range of a distinguished modern,
the American critic E. W. Essentially they combine scholarship with
searching penetration and are written
in a style that has rhythmic beauty.
A minor defect seems to be this: the
graceful manner of expression some~
times leads Mr. Wilson to say more
~
than he needs to say in writing.
From his The Triple Thinkers
( 1938) we here have "A. E. Housman" whom the critic analyzes as a
Latin scholar rather than as a poet,
and "Bernard Shaw at Eighty" with
• its thesis that Shaw will really survive
~
as an artist more than as a thinker
(despite popular opinion to the contrary, and Shaw's own reiterated
statement that he is a journalist).
~
Next, from The Wound and the
Bow ( 1941) likewise two critiques are
presented. The lengthiest in this
_.,
paper-bound reprint anthology is
"Dickens: the Two Scrooges." It
-; emphasizes the morose element by a
comprehensive review of Dickens' ob-
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session with crime, prisons, murder,
and pathological conditions. A similar
speculation into the weakness and
strength of an individual, or into his
private incapacities and his ultimate
social and artistic achievement, is enGauge of
t i t 1 e d "Hemingway:
Morale." Ruthless in its estimate of
Hemingway's trashy moral attitudes
(bravo!), it praises his growing sense
of social criticism.
The remaining four articles originally appeared in The New Yorker
(1951 to 1953) and are here for the
first time collected. Three are given
as book reviews, the form in which
they were published, namely an analysis of "The Holmes-Laski Correspondence," and specialized studies of
Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt as
writers and national leaders, i.e.
"Abraham Lincoln: The Union as
Religious Mysticism" and similarly
"The Pre-Presidential T. R." In my
opinion the weakest essay is on the
subject of "The Vogue of the Marquis de Sade" because it is least
original and somehow does not satisfy, as do the others, in what it claims.
HERBERT H.

UMBACH

THE TRAGIC FINALE: AN ESSAY ON
THE PHILOSOPHY OF
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE

By Wilfrid Desan (Harvard, $4.25)
Perhaps the single most significant
statement one might make regarding
Desan's study of Sartre's L'Etre et le
N eant is that it is eminently clear and
informative. It has an external advantage of examining only the phenomenological ontology of Sartre's
basic, systematic treatise. Probably
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few Cresset readers will be interested
in a new study on Sartre, yet should
they be, Desan's exposition via Sartre's employment of the phenomenological method and his twofold
regions of being, Being-for-itself, or
human consciousness, and Being-in-itself, the massive or full being, will be
more useful than the recent popular
studies concentrating on the fragmentary novels and plays. The author
makes discriminate use of foreignlanguage studies. His criticisms directed at Sartre's illusion of absolute
freedom, his exclusive starting point
and subjective reading of common
evidence, the denial of a logico-deductive approach in favor of a descriptive method, these are articulated
in a broad but effective manner.
OLD MEN FORGET

By Duff Cooper (Dutton, $5.00)
For two tense and precarious decades, Alfred Duff Cooper, Viscount
Norwich, was a diligent actor and
observer in the arena of British politics. Starting as a humble clerk in the
Foreign Office, he served his country

successively as soldier (in World War
I), member of Parliament, cabinet
minister, and ambassador to France.
He died a little over a year ago,
leaving this volume of revealing
memoirs to commemorate a truly distinguished career. They cover the
years of childhood, school days at
Eton and Oxford, his courtship and
marriage to actress Diana Manners,
his war record, and his transactions
as statesman and diplomat in affairs
that brought him into contact with
such important personages as Lloyd
George, C h am b e r 1 a i n, Churchill,
Roosevelt and Mussolini.

,. ·
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Author of several successful books,
including a splendid biblical narrative -4.
of King David, Duff Cooper was bet- 4
ter equipped than most men in public life to write his own story. He
captivates the reader with his complete candor, his lucid style, and his •
penetrating appraisal of people and
events. Here is a worthwhile contri- ~
bution to recent world history, masked
by a too-apologetic title. Old men forget, but Duff Cooper remembered a
very great deal.
GEORGE

H.

STRALEY

.,
•

•
~

A Minority
Report

-;-

By

"'~ Phantom Finance

VICTO R

F.

HOFFMANN

Most students of politics have
known for a good long time that
the financial and fiscal policies
of a political party-like every
other institution's financial and
fiscal policies whether it be the
church, the university, or the
corporation-have n eve r been
completely explained.
In fact, the modern system of
accounting and tabulating income and expenditures can often
be employed to cloud the true
financial picture.

"The magnitude of the task
of effectuating the democratic
doctrine that the people shall
~ choose their rulers," writes V. 0.
Key, Jr., of Harvard University
in his Politics, Parties, and Pres- sure Groups, "may be measured
by the expenditure of a total of
..j
at least from twenty to thirty
million dollars by the various
agencies of the major parties in
a presidential campaign."
~
In answer to that specific
comment, the patronage chair~ man of the Republican party in
an important county of southern
Indiana remarked that "Key's
figures do not begin to tell the
..> story. Your story, young man,
lies in the figures that never
~ reach the official record. What's
more, I don't know how you're
going to get the true story!"

In party politics, however, the
phantom side of financial operations is so often unfairly associated with political corruption, bribes, and transactions
which would prove embarrassing
to the light of day.
In spite of the elusiveness of
figures and the secrecy attending
political contributions and ex-
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penditures, the approximations
that do come to light on the official records provide opportunity for some tentative concluswns.
~

Tentative Figures
Running for President
Of one thing we can be certain: it costs a lot of money to
run for office.
The pre-presidential convention outlay leading up to the
Hoover-Smith contest ran to almost nine hundred thousand
dollars. Hoover, the GOP candidate, spent over three hundred
thousand dollars. The defeated
Al Smith, a Democrat from the
sidewalks of New York City,
spent slightly more than one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars merely to get nominated.
He had to spend more money to
get defeated. The "also-ran's"Lowden, Willis, and Reedspent respectively eighty seven
thousand, sixty six thousand,
and fifty two thousand dollars to
have the nominations go to
Hoover and Smith.
Estimates of the total expenditures for the hotly fought 1948
presidential campaign never fall
below twenty five million dollars.
In Indiana alone during the
1952 presidential campaign,

tl1e Indiana Volunteers for Adlai •
Stevenson, Incorporated, collect- •
ed and expended almost eight
thousand dollars. The Indiana
Committee for Eisenhower, In- .,.
corporated, spent almost thirty
thousand dollars. Almost sixteen • •
thousand dollars were spent by
the National Committee of \Democrats for Eisenhower. The ,
Eisenhower for President Club
of Marion County, Indiana, -r
spent a shade under eight~
thousand dollars.
The Kefauver record for the 'C"
state of Indiana is a partial
answer to "why nice guys finish
last." The Kefauver for Presi- +dent Club of Indiana collected
and spent less than one thousand
dollars, eight hundred and four- teen dollars and seventeen cents
to be exact. The Kefauver for ;.
President Club of Marion County, Indiana, spent the grand
total of fifty two dollars.
~

Tentative Figures ~~
Local Party Finance
Professor Key reported in 1952
that "Expenditures of from
$50,000 to $100,000 on behalf of
individual candidates for governor or Senator in primaries
and elections occur with monotonous frequency."
In Florida's 1948 gubernatorial contest, Fuller Warren

J.
)..
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"' spent five hundred thousand
dollars. D u 11 e s and Lehman
spent six hundred thousand dollars in the 1949 race for the
Senate in New York. The contest for mayor of New York City
"' in 1950 cost the aspirants an aggregate of eight hundred thou-! sand dollars.
The small and remote state
of
Connecticut reported a total
-L.
expenditure of at least one mil~ lion dollars on the part of candidates for governor, representa.. tive, Senator, state-wide offices,
and party committees to run the
1950 campaign.
In 1952, the Schricker-Watkins
Good Government Club of Indiana to win respectively the race
- for senator and governor spent
a little more than eighteen thou_. sand dollars. There was no
record of convention expenses.
In a separate accounting, the
\l\1 atkins for Governor Commit~ tee reported contributions to the
tune of almost seven thousand
dollars though the committee
only spent three thousand dollars to the first week of July in
1952. From July 7, 1952, through
the 1952 election, the Watkins
for Governor Committee spent
-..l seven thousand dollars.
As in the case of presidential
I _, candidates, Hoosier Republicans
contributed more to their gubernatorial candidate than did the

Democrats. To June 25, 1952,
the Craig Republicans collected
and spent about eighteen thousand dollars to get George N.
Craig nominated as GOP candidate for governor. From August
1 to November 24, 1952, the
GOP disciples contributed over
seventy nine thousand dollars to
make the former commander of
the national American Legion
the governor of Indiana.
~

Jenner for Senator
It is an unchallenged fact that
the Jenner for Senator Committee handled more money in behalf of Jenner's election than
did any other committee in Indiana.
In rough figures, the Jenner
for Senator Committee spent one
hundred and fifty six thousand
dollars during both the preconvention and the election campaigns of 1952. One hundred
and twelve thousand dollars
were spent in the election campaign.
An unusually large amount of
this money came from large
contributors. From February 25
to June 24, 1952, two hundred
and nineteen persons gaves less
than one hundred dollars in a
total amount of a little over six
thousand dollars. Two hundred
and seventy seven persons con-
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tributed between one hundred
and five hundred dollars to a
tune of a little over forty one
thousand dollars. Twenty five
people contributed over five
hundred dollars apiece to a total
of fifteen thousand dollars.
From June 24 to November
24, 1952, a little over four hundred people gave slightly more
than thirty two thousand dollars
in individual contributions of
less than one hundred dollars.
Three hundred and sixty people
who gave between one hundred
and five hundred dollars aggregated a sum of over fifty six
thousand dollars for Jenner.
Twenty five persons gave twenty
three thousand dollars in individual contributions of five hundred dollars or more.
Of the five hundred and
twenty one persons who gave to

Jenner's convention campaign
expenses, only one hundred and
thirty three came from Indiana.
Of the eight hundred persons
who contributed to Jenner's
campaign from June 24 to November 24, 1952, only one hundred and ninety came from the
state of Indiana.
Some famous foreigners appeared on this list of heavy contributors: Cecil B. DeMille, Mrs.
Garvin C. Tankersley, General
Robert Wood, Joseph M.
Schenck, Harold Van Orman
Jr., H. L. Hunt, H. R. Cullen,
E. V. Rickenbacker, G. M.
Humphrey, and Charles E. Wilson.
This bears some looking into,
it seems to me. How will this be
explained to provincial Hoosier
politicians?
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· TH E MOTION PICTURE
By

t

ANNE

Two years ago the motionpicture industry was in a dangerous slump. The fat profits of the
war years-when motion-picture
-i earnings reached an all-time
high-were a thing of the past.
Production had fallen off to an
- alarming degree, and a big, bad
.... bogeyman in the shape of TV
entertainment seemed to pose a
serious threat to the industry.
Today the picture is entirely
different. Today the movies
-4
have taken on a new look and
a new lease on life. Boxoffice
receipts, which experienced a
• sharp upturn in 1953, are running far ahead of last year's
~ mark and may reach the highest
profit level since 1948.
What is responsible for the
change? It seems to be largely a
..~~~ matter of new gimmicks. The
trend away from the convention.) al flat screen began when 3D
films were introduced early in
1953. In spite of high pressure
advertising and e x t r a v a g a n t
claims made for the added dimension to the screen, 3D was
~ shortlived. Dore Schary, production head of M-G-M, said recently, "The defeating factor

r.

HANSEN

was the eyeglasses. But 3D was
responsible for the upturn in
the movie business. It showed
that the people wanted something new and would pay to see
it."
Dissatisfied with 3D, Spyros P.
Skouros, president of 20th Century-Fox, brought out the widescreen process known as CinemaScope. The success of CinemaScope has been phenomenal.
The Robe, the first film made
in CinemaScope, has grossed
more than $21,000,000 since its
premiere in the fall of 1953 .
More than six thousand movie
theaters in the U. S. have installed the CinemaScope wide
screen, and 20th Century-Fox's
net earnings for the first half of
1954 climbed to $3,096,000compared with only $158,000 for
a comparable period in 1953.
In spite of these impressive
figures Bosley Crowther, film
critic for the New York Times,
warns that "it is still premature
to reckon-as some strong enthusiasts do-that CinemaScope
is now established as the new
standard projection process for
the screen." For, as Mr. Crow59
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ther points out, other widescreen processes have been-and
are being-de v e 1 ope d. White
Christmas, produced by Warners
by a process called Vista Vision,
has been warmly received all
over the country. Indeed it bids
fair to become one of the biggest
boxoffice hits of all time. On
Christmas Day, 1954, United
Artists released V em Cruz, a film
made by a wide-screen process
called SuperScope. Another rival
process, Todd-AO, has not yet
been exhibited commercially. Although Cinerama continues to
attract good-sized audiences, it
seems unlikely that this costly
and complex process will be introduced in theaters outside the
great metropolitan areas.
The new wide screen and the
magnificent color processes are
both fascinating and entertaining. But plot and story are still
all-important ingredients in a
truly fine film. As a case in point
let us consider Desiree, a $4,000,000 20th Century-Fox production which was adapted for the
screen from Annamarie Selinko's
popular but completely undistinguished so-called historical novel.
Last month I wrote with entlmsiasm about Marlon Brando's
superb acting in On the Waterfront. Now, alas, I must report
that in the role of Napoleon in
Desiree Mr. Brando is stiff,

-.

colorless, and unconvincing. In
all fairness I must add that Miss .,
Selinko's characterization of the
Little Corporal is equally stiff,
colorless, a n d unconvincing.
Jean Simmons, as the girl Desiree, occasionally imbues her act- .,_
ting with a small measure of art- 1istry. By and large, however, she
does little more than strike a
pretty pose and make breathless,
on-the-run entrances and exits. -H
Merle Oberon is lovely to look ,. j
at but entirely superficial as the
Empress J o s e p h i n e. Michael ~
Rennie appears as General Bernadette. The entire cast suffers
because of the limitations im- ~
posed by a thin and vapid plot.
Henry Koster is the director.
Pictorially the film is magnifi- • •
cent. The rich colors and the
lavish decor of the Directoire lo
and the Empire periods are ad- "><
mirably reproduced in glorious4
ly beautiful De Luxe Color.
I cannot recall ever having .._
seen a film quite like Karamoja,
a Hallmark attraction presented 1...
by Kroger Babb, produced by
Matt Freed, and filmed by Dr.
and Mrs. William B. Treutle.
The striking Eastman Color photography in Karamoja is all the
more remarkable because Dr. i-Treutle-formerly a dentist in
Tacoma, Washington-is an ama- 'ii
teur photographer and because t
his equipment consisted only of

l
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• an inexpensive 16 mm. camera.
When Dr. Treutle was told
... that he was incurably ill and
t had only six months to live, he
decided to fulfill a long-cher.,. ished desire to hunt lions in
, ~Africa. He went to Africa, met
and married Mrs. Treutle there,
--1 and then pushed on into hitherl.f to unexplored territory. Incidentally, the Treutles are now
- back in the U. S., and Dr.
..... Treutle has fully recovered from
the illness physicians thought
"" would prove fatal.
)
Karamoja takes us to Karamojung, Africa, the "Land of the
.,. Lost People"-a land and a
p e o p I e never before photographed by anyone. Dr. and Mrs.
• Treutle were accepted by the
natives and received permission
~ to film almost every phase of a
primitive and savage way of life
which has remained unchanged
through the centuries. I am sure
..._that no adult can view Karamoja
without experiencing feelings of
_,amazement, horror, and revulsion. But this is a valuable and
important contribution to our
knowledge of primitive life as it
still exists in the twentieth cen1 ~tury. This film is not for chil~ dren.
Another Hallmark Attraction,
·-' Half-Way to Hell, served as an
_ excellent companion piece to
Karamoja. Here, too, the viewer

f
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experiences feelings of amazement, horror, and revulsion. For
this film, narrated by Quentin
Reynolds, reviews the rise of
three infamous dictators-Hitler
in Germany, Mussolini in Italy,
and Stalin in the U.S.S.R. Scenes
and episodes of indescribable
brutality and inhumanity are
the more terrifying and revolting
because they were perpetrated,
not by primitive pagan peoples
but by products of our vaunted
twentieth-century Christian civilization.
Michael Meyerberg's technicolor production of Hansel and
Gretel is sure to be a disappointment to everyone who has known
and enjoyed Engelbert Humperdinck's enchanting fa i r y-t a 1 e
opera. Mr. Meyerberg makes use
of quaint, electrically controlled
puppets-called Kinemins-to reenact the familiar tale of the
little lost children. Although this
is a novel idea, it does not work
out in a satisfactory manner.
The settings for Hansel and
Gretel are charming, and Humperdinck's music has not lost its
magic.
Apparrently The B a ref o o t
Contessa (Figaro-United Artists,
Joseph. L. Mankiewicz) aims at
high drama and deep social significance. More often than not,
Mr. Mankiewicz' aim is accurate,
for he has directed many fine
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pictures. But this time he misses
the mark completely. The Barefoot Contessa is sordid, cheap,
and pretentious. The acting is
mediocre throughout. And Ava
Gardner looks worn and not so
young.
The Last Time I Saw Paris
(M-G-M, Richard Brooks) takes
its title from Elliott Paul's popular book and its plot from
Babylon Revisited, F. Scott Fitzgerald's trenchant tale of the
flapper and bath-tub gin. It becomes obvious almost at once
that borrowing from Fitzgerald
is not enough. The insight, the
artistry, and the maturity of
Babylon Revisited are sacrificed
for fancy trimmings and for a
standard soap-opera plot.
No doubt the inspiration for
Athena (M-G-M, Joe Pasternak)
came from the s u c c e s s of
M-G-M's earlier musical comedy
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers.
In Athena the action centers
about seven beautiful sisters-all
products of Grandpa's health
foods and eurhythmic program.
This is gay and light-hearted entertainment with a fair share of
humor and satire.
Track of the Cat (WayneFellowes; Warners, William A.
Wellman) does not have the
power, the impact, the clarity,
and the suspense which made
Walter Van Tilburg Clark's

novel exciting and rewarding •
reading. Some of the acting is
good-notably that of Robert
Mitchum. Filmed in CinemaScope and Warner Color, the
photography is often arresting.
All too often so-called suspense ,.
and mystery films not only fail
to build suspense but are as \-transparent as clear glass. Black
Widow (20th Century-Fox, Nunnally Johnson) proves to be a +J
noteworthy exception. Here sus- ....
pense and mystery are cleverly
interwoven in an ingenious plot _.,
-a plot, however, which is de- "
cidedly sordid. Every member of
the fine cast merits warm ap- ._
plause for an excellent performance.
Operation Manhunt (United ""
Artists, Jack Alexander) recalls
the story of Igor Gouzenko, the ~
Russian code clerk who, in 1945, ,,
exposed a Soviet spy ring in
Canada. Effective in spots, Op- 4
e.ration Manhunt has neither the~ ,
documentary simplicity nor the
impact which made Iron Curtain ,._
-the first of the films based on 4
Mr. Gouzenko's exposures-an
outstanding picture.
"'
Good King Arthur and his
gallant knights continue to inspire Hollywood producers to j...
m a k e s u p e r-spectacular spectacles. In The Black Knight (Co- ')l
lumbia, Tay Garnett) Alan Ladd "'
plays the bold, brave knight who

.
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• has dedicated himself to be an
... avenger of foul deeds. Dull and
preposterous. But the scenery is
t beautiful.
In my book A Bullet Is Waiting and Three Hours to Kill,
both Columbia, and This Is My
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Love and Passion, from RKORadio, are not only thoroughly
mediocre films but actually unwholesome as well. They feature
violence, murder, and perverted
and twisted moralizing.

Most anti-intellectuals accept, by and large, the goals of
order, happiness, individual freedom, and all the rest we associate with the Enlightenment, but they hold these goals as only
imperfectly and only very slowlv attainable on earth; and they
believe the best way to attain them is not to preach that they
must be attained, nor to pretend they have been attained (a
not uncommon claim among American educators, editors, and
preachers with aspirations to mass audiences), but to work
patiently at building up a true social science based on the longtried methods of cumulative knowledge and to hope that this
knowledge will be used by men to promote the good rather than
the bad.
-Crane Brinton, The Shaping of the Modern Mind,
(1953), Prentice Hall (1950, 1953)

An ANTHOLOGY

of

VERSE

.

PSALM XXIV

,

(Translated from the French of Patrice de la Tour du Pin
by Charles Guenther)
I

I am no longer the fox chasing his prey over the prairies-! am
the fawn seeking the prairies themselves, but I have remained wild.

2 You no longer have the taste of blood in your mouth-the
frightened princes take refuge in their highest towers.
3 They excuse themselves from riding out to new conquests-and ;.:.
endure the sorrow of the conquerors they used to be.
4

Their weapons are always weapons of booty-they do not even
send up sparrows from their wrists instead of falcons .
,_

5 I have hardly given up the hunt over the intermediate worlds- !but I need to set out on a lower level to catch up with them.
6 Those who are lost in the full intoxication of escape-do not seek lol
the true nourishment.
....
7 For I shall drink first the water of springs, then the blood of .<.
animals-and then the spray of man's tide.
8

O thers arrive at indefinite horizons after hazardous flights for -._
which they are not created- ! depart from far distant places to
draw nearer to man.
"

9 And I need neither compass nor compass card-to arrive at i-myself.
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LAST SNOW

~

"<

In the moonlight
My heart hears the twinkling
Balls of silver fall to
The hard, still-frozen ground

-<-41

...

And asks the question - "When will it be spring
If this silver bird keeps
On singing to us forever,
When will it be spring
And winter fall from our hearts
Freeing our love and youth

.
.-\

To evergreen trees-oh when?"
But in the moonlight
Is only silence and the
Last snow falling sadly
Making music on the ground,
Leaving an eternal answer
To the earth, "Be still
And know that I am God.
I make the spring, and I alone,

.
-~

Decide the winter's end,
,
And the last long snow.
MARioN ScHOEBERLEIN
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SCHOLAR'S LAMENT

.

I can not live by books alone
Though search I for the tower,
Where moonlight gleams on every stone
And only words have power.
The fair fields spill their wheat and hay
The hills are rich with clover.
How come I then with each new day
To have but old dreams over?
My books portray the high romance
That yesteryear set tongues afire.
-Still other feet attempt the dance,
And other hearts obtain desire.
My bowl of ink is but a pond,
And time the wall about my life;
Who domed by such would not despond,
And dream a dream of love and strife?
JACK PusTILNIK
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THE SAIL
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That day the sail appeared,
My island flared with wings,
And rings of roses rode the waves,
And this dolphin heart of mine
Woke tambourines in the sea around,
Romped apace the prow singing
A shining song of the pools and blue palms.
But the boom swung wide
Westward the prow plunged
Towards the ivory sun
And was gone.

.

Was it real?
Real as the shells and hard wings and sand?
Time has put under the question.
An easy wind in my ears and cool
Leaves upon my eyes. It was only
The play of a sun-drunk day,
A mirage, no more, no more.
GLADYS SEIDELHUBER
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TIGER TIGER

...
How death creeps

..,.

a python sinuous
agape to swallow

..
)

alike his lovers

+

and those bright

~ I

and celebrant minds
who hymn the spring
Embraced by death
the tiger only

·-I

J
.

cheats elastic jaws
Arcturus child

i-·

his germinating strength
can force
the glittering coils

.

and meet intact
the vernal equinox
GEORG DoNMAis
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MISSED BEAUTY
If I get up at seven
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In winter dawns obscure,
The blackbird sings like heaven,
The wind is meadow-pure.
And clear-cut as an instrument,
Hangs carved an ivory moon;
And Beauty waits a breathing-space
For me to catch her tune.
I lie a moment more - - The blue-gray magic thins;
The blackbird prelude gone, the roar
Immediately begins.
Stranded on tawny sands
Of day, blue marls of night
The moon thaws, weaker than sea-flowers
Oozing their last of light.
Through hours that maul and scathe
I reach vain hands that long,
And Beauty is a riding wraith
On flying foams of song.
Beauty, it seems, has gone away
To hearts that rose with dawn - - The tantalizing snatches play
On headlands far withdrawn.

...
- GEOFFREY J OHNSON
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THE DEAD LOVE NOT

.

It is cruel to know
That murderous time
Shall sap your youthful energy
And you shall be swallowed
By the greedy earth.

It grieves me
That time and death
Care not for love.
I may drift
Into the cloudless dust
And you shall haunt the earth
Seeking my image.

But I shall be as intangible
As the air,
As impervious to you
As the wind
For the dead
Love not the living.
-RUTH KAPLAN
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SMALL FORTUNE

The hound and I walked down the long lane.
His nose in the air said the good rain
has brought forth something we should discover
his bark yelled hurry.
Nearby or afar a silver note
fell from a limb, one that storm wrote;
then wind's baton set hundreds falling
in a wild flurry.

..
...

•

The silver vanished but a leaf dropped
in a curve of color. The hound stopped
when gold I caught was breath-blown skyward.
Then rising laughter
poured forth from children; mirth was in it.
They had need of joy: the hound's minute
of leaping for gold was the right, high reason!
At home long after
the hound and I before the hearth fire
sat still and warm as the flame burned higher,
height and joy no more ascendant
than one gold leaf, and joy resplendent
in children while their high, gold season
rose skyward, and the echoes leaping
were meant to be given, not for keeping.
JosEPH JoEL KEITH
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